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When quality counts ... 
give A CAROLINA PROFILE 

Now you can solve many of your 
Christmas headaches . South 
Carolina's award winning magazine 
has produced A CAROLINA 
PROFILE . .. a collection of the best 
articles, photographs and paintings 
from SOUTI-1 CAROLINA WILDLIFE. 

A perfect gift for your discerning 
friends and relatives, A CAROLINA 
PROFILE features 160 high quality 
pages of unbeatable color and 
excitement - a priceless collection 
from the heritage, culture and natural 
beauty of South Carolina -
presented in a beautiful hard-bound 
8½" x 11" volume. 

Here we can give you only a small 
taste of what you can expect. For 
instance, you will open the book and 
see "Mountain Greening" - the 
beauty of upcountry Carolina spring 
with photographs by Eliot Porter; 
"The Bright Gifts of Autumn" - a 
portfolio of wildlife paintings by 
Larry Toschik. You'll see the splendor 
of "Mountain Cascades" - South 
Carolina waterfalls photographed by 
Art Carter; "The Lonely Towers" -
the state's lighthouses painted by 
Nancy Ricker Webb; "Highland 
Spring" - a journey up the 
magnificent Chattooga Gorge. You'll 
visit South Carolina's sea islands 
with photographers Ted Borg and Art 
Carter in "A Priceless Place" and see 
the natural beauty of Capers Island 
or explore Oaufuskie Island with 
artist Robert Mills . You'll meet the 
sculptors of Brookgreen Gardens and 
be taken through the lush forest of 
Francis Marion and then meet the 
real sandlappers with photographer 
Ted Borg and "Life in the Sandhills." 

An exclusive offer - only $15. 
Quantities are limited so hurry. All 
orders received before November 15 
will be guaranteed shipment before 
Christmas . 

Use the enclosed order form 
to order your copy today. If 
it's gone, send your order to: 

South Carolina Wildlife 
P. 0. Box 167 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 
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Paradise ain't what it's 
cracked up to be if you 
have to shoot 100 ducks and 
catch 20 record bass every day. 

I died and went to heaven . At least, 
that's what my ticket said. I noticed it was 
stamped in purple though, and everyone 
else with a heaven t icket had theirs 
sta~ped in gold . I really didn't want to 
say much about it , seeing as how there 
was a fair amount of groaning and gnash
ing of teeth from those who had other 
t ickets, so I kept qu iet and shuff led to the 
gate that sa id " Heaven, Purple." 

There were long lines in front of the 
other two gates, but when I got to mine I 
was the only one there. While I waited I 
thought back over my life, and won
dered why I hadn't gone straight to hell 
because that was sort of what I had been 
working toward. But occasionally I had 
been lucky, evident ly this was one of 
those times: Presently a very dignified 

gentleman with a white robe and a long 
white beard opened the other heaven 
gate and welcomed each new resident 
personally. He gave all of them a 
brochure, (four color, accordion fold) de
scribing their new life and the rewards 
they had earned. Several of the fo rtunate 
souls had opened their brochures before 
they passed me and were having trouble 
fo lding them up aga in . Must be prin ted 
by the Heaven h ighway department. 

No sooner was that bunch out of sight 
good than around the corner came a fe l
low with rhythm in his step and wearing 
a green leisure suit and carrying a big 
key. He was singing "Whiskey, women 
and loaded dice," under his breath , and 
w hen he passed he w inked at me. 
"Howdy, podner," I said, hoping he 
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would think I was from Texas. If he did, 
he didn 't let on, and he bopped on 
down and opened the gate for that 
crowd who were gnashing their teeth. 
They didn 't go through the gate with 
nearly the enthusiasm the first bunch 
did, but go they did, and soon I was the 
only one left. 

I waited and waited, but no one came. 
Hours passed. I started to leave several 
times, but didn't know anywhere else I 
could go. I had never heard of but two 
places for those who were lately de
parted. Finally, I heard footsteps on the 
other side of the gate, and a black guy 
striding with confident step came into 
view. He was wearing a beige silk suit, a 
panama hat, and smoking a fat Tampa 
Nugget. "Afte rnoon , podnuh ," he 
grinned, showing off his gold fillings. 

"You must be from Texas," I asked. 
"Nope, Charleston. Least, that 's in my 

other life. I've moved up considerable. " 
He unlocked the gate and I stepped 

through. "Welcome to Purple Heaven," 
he said. "By the looks of your record, 
you sure do deserve it! " 

"Who are you?" I asked, but I didn 't 
know if I really wanted to know or not. 

" I'm St. Roderick," he confessed. I told 
him I had heard of a bunch of saints, but 
I had never heard of him . He said he ex
p ected as much , sin ce my reco rd 
showed I was not only dumb but stupid 
at times. 

I followed him down the walk, out of 
the building and into a little patch of fog 
about knee-high . He snapped his fingers , 
and suddenly the place began spinning, 
slowed, and we were standing in front of 
an o ld country store on a dirt road. A big 
sign on the front read , " Drink Coca
Cola," and under it, "Purple Heaven. " 

"All ri ght now," he said as he took a 
little book out of his pocket, "what do 
you really want to do?" That one really 
took me by surprise. I didn 't know you 
had to tell 'em all that stuff when you got 
to heaven. 'Sides, I didn't know how far I 
could go. 

" I like to shoot ducks," I ventured 
rather timidly. This seemed to be all ri ght 
with him , and he wrote it down . He did 
ask me if I preferred any particular kind 
of duck, and I told him greenheads. He 
wrote that down too, and waited. I fig
ured it was my cue, and I told him I had 
always hoped I could catch a world 
record largemouth bass. 

"How big is that?" He sure didn't know 
much to be a saint. 

"Twenty-two pounds four ounces," I 
said, "but twenty pounds will be o. k. 
iffen you ain't got a real big one. " He said 
they had a few. 

"What do you like to eat?" That was an 
easy one. Fried pork chops and fresh col
lards and ice tea. He wrote it down. 
" Anything else?" He seemed willing 
enough, but I didn't want to press my 
luck. After all , a fellow stays dead a long, 
long time. I figured I had plenty of time 
to get around to all the other stuff later. 

"That store is where you get all your 
gear and shells and stuff," he said, point
ing to the Coca-Cola store. 

"Where do I sleep?" I asked, cause I 
didn 't see anything but the store and a 
small lake off in the distance. 

"Sleep?" He looked like I had poured 
out his Jack Daniels. "Man, thi s is 
Heaven. Don ' t nooobody slee p in 
Heaven! " 

He told me I would take my meals 
under the big shade tree next to the 
store, and I was to shoot ducks and fish 
in the pond. If I wanted him , I was to 
ring a big brass bell on a post next to the 
tree. I was anxious to get to it, but the 
weather was about seventy pegrees and 
clear, so I figured it must be spring. I 
asked th e sa int when duck season came 
in Heaven, and was told it stayed in all 
yea r and there was no bag limit. I was 
moved to say a little prayer of thanks, but 
sat right sti ll for a minute and the mood 
passed on by. 

Far as I could tell, I was the only lucky 
soul in Purple Heaven. There wasn't any
one in the store, so I grabbed a couple 
of boxes of shells, a pair of waders , and 
after a few agonizing minutes at the gun 
rack, a premium grade model 12, sti ll in 
the box but made in 1960. 

When I walked out on the po rch a big 
black Labrador retriever stepped to heel. 
"An extra added plus," I thought. O le 
Purple Heaven was going to be jam up 
and jelly tight. 

We walked down to the pond, the sun 
was shining brightly, the weather was 
warm, and it was really nice to be out, 
but I didn't have much hope for the duck 
situation. There was only one blind, so 
we walked in , sat down and I began to 
load my gun . Suddenly, a brace of mal
lards came directly over the blind , and I 
jumped up and scored the neatest dou
ble of my shooting life. "The old boy still 
has it when it counts, " I thought to my
self, and felt rather pleased. The dog 
executed perfect ly. Both ducks, laid 

continued on page 59 
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01though the jury is still out on whether the chicken preceded the 
egg or vice versa, the qt.testion of which came first,cfhe fisherman or the 
fish, can be answer.ed quite confidently. Fish swam the waters of the 
world for several hundred miflion years before man first dropped a 
hook into those waters. 

The majority of livihg fishes are of tvvo types -- the bony fish, and the 
sharks, rays, and skates that have a sk~leton (:)f flexible cartilage. Most 
of these modern fish have been 011 earth i n about their present forms 
for perhaps 50 million years or more._ But fish can trace their ancestry 
back some 350 million years. In theJr '1rootsfi, preserved as fossils, may 
be seen the first b~ginnings of the Vertebrate animals th:at have domi
nated the earth ever since. 

Fish were the first animals to develop backbones, a developrnE!'nt 0,f 
sucb impsmance that we find ifconvententto divid~ the entire arilmal 
kingdom into those animals with backbo11es, the vertebraJest and 
those without, the invertebrates. Along with backbo.nes, fish ::i,!so 
p.ioneer<;id bilateral symmetryand paired appenda"ge:sfor mobility,>,the 
concentration of structures in the head region, gills/ ani:if surpr-tsingly, 
even lungs. All these developments Would fate.raltow vertebrates to 
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invade the land masses of the earth, first as amphibians and later as 

reptiles, birds, and finally mammals. 

Some scientists believe that fish first developed in fresh water where 

the flow of streams necessitated increased mobility to allow them to 

remain in one location and not be swept away by the flow of the 

current. Also, the typical vertebrate kidney, used to eliminate excess 

water from the body, is believed to have most likely developed first in 

fresh water animals. Apparently, the kidney later was modified for life 

in saltwater. 
At the time fish first appeared, much of the earth apparently went 

through extended periods of drought. Many of the early fishes had 

lungs and thus were better able to survive the stagnation and tempo

rary drying of the swamps and streams in which they seem to have 

originated. But as successive groups of fishes became better adapted 

to large permanent bodies of water, gills became the most advantage

ous organs of respiration. Animals with gills can extract oxygen directly 

from the water. Fishes with gills gradually replaced the more primitive 

lung fishes and eventually spread into almost every kind of aquatic 

environment. A few lung fishes still exist in parts of Africa, South 

America, and Australia where streams regularly run dry, but in most of 

the modern fishes respiration is accomplished with gills. The air blad

der that many modern fish possess is thought to be derived from lungs, 

but fishes now use this organ to alter their depth in the water. 

The first and most primitive of the fish had no jaws (a development 

pioneered by later fish) and typically bore a heavy layer of protective 

bone on the head and upper body. This armor perhaps helped protect 

these "shell-skinned" fish as they are called from the predators of Jhat 

day - aquatic scorpion-like invertebrates with well-developed claws 

and biting mouth parts. The fossil remains of these predators often are 

found together with fossils of the shell-skinned fish so we know the 

two occurred in the same places and times. 

The last living examples of the jawless fish, the lampreys, hagfish, 

and slime hags, have lost the armor of their ancestors and all have 

cartilaginous skeletons. Unlike all other vertebrate animals, these fish 

possess but a single nostril. The hagfish and slime hags are eel-like 

scavengers that occur in colder waters of the North Atlantic. The 

lamprey, a parasite on other fish, is known to spawn in our rivers but is 

seldom encountered and is not a major problem in the state. 

Like their shell-skinned ancestors, the lampreys have no jaws but 

attach to the side of other fish with an oral disc and use their rasping 

ShaRk teeth 
n"'llwVll'"M'TI to the SCI.Ith (ORalna coast 

teeth to bore through the skin and scales to suck blood from the victim. 

Adult lampreys grow to an average of 2½ feet and are active swimmers 

which aggressively seek out other fish. Lampreys are primarily marine 

but ent~r fresh water streams to spawn, sometimes traveling 100 miles 

or more inland. They can be very destructive to a number of fish 

including shad. But like shad, lampreys have lost much of their poten

tial spawning grounds to dams and are now reduced in population. 

Sharks have long been considered primitive fish because of their 

cartilaginous skeleton, but it now is believed that shark ancestors had 

bony skeletons which later were lost as sharks retained the embryonic 

skeleton into the adult stage. Far from primitive, sharks, in fact, were 

one of the last major groups of fish to appear in the fossil record; the 

oldest known shark remains are about 300 million years old. While the 

bony fishes are thought to have originated in fresh water, sharks appear 

to have been marine fish from their very beginnings. With only a few 

exceptions they still are marine fish. Sharks retain the somewhat primi

tive tail structure in which the upper portion of the tail is larger than the 

lower portion, while most modern bony fish have a symmetrical tail. 

The jaws for which sharks are now famous are not directly connected to 

the skull as in the modern bony fishes and in all terrestrial vertebrates. 

With the development of jaws, fish were able to assume a predatory life 

style on which anglers have learned to· capitalize by offering fish their 

natural prey or artificial imitations of that prey. 

· Sharks have been abundant along the South Carolina coast for 

millions of years. Because a single shark produces thousands of teeth 

that are readily preserved as fossils, shark teeth fossils are abundant in 

many coastal areas. The sharks cartilaginous skeleton is seldom pre

served as a fossil. 

Skates and rays, close relatives of the sharks, also have flexible 

skeletons of cartilage, but are primarily bottom dwellers that feed on 

mollusks. The teeth of these fish, developed to grind through the thick 

shells of their prey, are flattened plates that often appear as fossils. 

Although they do not resemble the sharks, rays and skates are basically 

cartilaginous fish with greatly enlarged pectoral fins. Both eyes develop , 

on the dorsal or upper surface. The gill entrances are on the ventral (or 

lower) surface, while the gill exits are on the dorsal surface. 

Present-day bony fishes exhibit the ultimate development of the 

fishes. The bony fish now completely dominates fresh and saltwater 

with between 20,000 and 401000 species separated into 450 families. The 

common ancestor of bony fish remains unknown and may have lived in 



small streams where no fossils were preserved. Bony fish appeared 
quite suddenly in the fossil record and were already full-fledged and 
well-diversified. 

Bony fish are of two basic types, ray-finned and spiny-finned. Ray
finned fish include herring, shad, anchovy and catfish (whose promi
nent spines are not true fin spines). 

Among the surviving members of the earliest ray-finned fishes are 
the sturgeons. Two similar-looking species of sturgeons, the short
nosed sturgeon and the Atlantic sturgeon, inhabit South Carolina 
streams. The short-nosed sturgeon is South Carolina's only en
dangered fish species. In sturgeons, the skeletal bone for the most part 
has degenerated and the scales are reduced to a few rows of bony 
plates. Had sturgeon evolution continued to the point that the entire 
skeleton was cartilaginous, these fish might have incorrectly been 
lumped with the sharks. Fossil remains, however, indicate that stur
geons are closely related to the early ray-finned bony fishes. 

The gar and the bowfin are two other living examples of early ray
finned fish. Gars retain the thick shiny scales of their ancestors rather 
than the smaller, thinner scales of most modern fish. Gar, however, 
have evolved a long slender body and a predacious life style, both 
unlike their ancestors. 

The bowfin is the last survivor of a family of fish that flourished 180 
million years ago. Bowfins have evolved a long dorsal fin, elongated 
body, thin scales and symmetrical tail, but their skull structure and 
other characteristics resemble much more primitive fish. 

The spiny-finned fish make up the majority of present marine fishes 
as well as many of the fresh water fishes. Typically they have two dorsal 
fins sometimes connected, the first containing stiff, protective spines, 
and a spiny anal fin. Their well-developed pectoral fins have moved 
higher on the body while the pelvic fins have moved forward for better 
stability. Teeth sometimes are absent from the mouth but may be well 
developed in the throat. 

Except for the abundant shark teeth, most of the fossil fish remains 
unearthed in South Carolina are of relatively recent fish. The exposed 
layers of earth in the state are seldom older than 50 or 60 million years 
and the fossils they contain are of the same age. Of the bony fish fossils 
presently known from the state, the best represented family is the 
Scombridae - the tunas and mackerels. These fish typically have 
streamlined bodies with symmetrical, deeply-forked tails. They are 
among the fastest swimmers and range widely over the surface of the 
open ocean. Living members of this family today provide some of our 
most exciting offshore fishing. 

Related to the tuna and mackerels are the swordfish and sailfish 
whose fossil remains also are common in South Carolina deposits. A 
huge fossil vertebra in the Charleston Museum is probably from an 
early sailfish. The vertebra, more than nine inches long and five inches 
in diameter, is much larger than the vertebra of a large modern pilot 
whale. The thought that 30- or 40-foot billfish once cruised the South 
Carolina coast should give pause to the most intrepid angler. 

Isolated vertebrae and scattered shark teeth that are picked up on 
the beach or unearthed during construction operations usually cannot 
be aged with much accuracy. Little can be learned from these isolated 
finds. However, the Charleston Museum conducted extensive excava
tions several years ago near Summerville that produced the fossil 
remains of a whole assemblage of contemporary aquatic animals in
cluding fish, whales, turtles, and many invertebrates. Much of this 
material has yet to be studied in detail but this is the state's only diverse 
collection of fish fossils that can accurately be aged. The deposits 
containing these fossils are from the geological period known as the 
Oligocene, and are about 35 million years old. 

In the long history of fish evolution, the ground work was laid for the 
land animals that first temporarily, and then permanently, left the water. 
In the embryos of the descendents of the first terrestrial vertebrates w · 
still see traces of the common ancestors they share with fish. 
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Rediverting the Santee-Cooper Lakes 
will change the ecology of two rivers 

and its effects on our striped bass fishery 
is just one of the questions 

no one seems to be able to answer. 

Thet00 
Million 
Dollar 

Question 
by Pete Laurie 

In the late 1930's, when jobs and new energy sources 
were needed , two dams were hurriedly built in South 
Carolina, one on the Santee River and one on the 
Cooper River. These dams, accompanying dikes and 
canals formed the Santee-Cooper Lakes, called Marion 
and Moultrie after two of the Palmetto State's best 
known heroes. A few years after its completion many 
people began to view the Santee-Cooper project as a 
mistake . Now, 40 years later, a proposed $100 million 
effort to conect the mistake is drawing fire as simply 
one more blunder. 

Before the dams were built the Cooper River, a slug
gish stream of the Coastal Plain, drained about 720 
square miles, and carried a moderate flow of fresh 
graphlcs by David Williams 

water to the Atlantic at the clear, deep-water port of 
Charleston. The Santee was formed by the confluence 
of the Wateree and the Congaree Rivers, and carried 
extensive drainage from almost 17,000 square miles of 
the Piedmont. In mild Carolina springs the Santee reg
ularly overflowed its banks into dense hardwood bot
tom lands. In the fall and winter, its great delta teemed 
with ducks and geese. 

Because the Cooper River bed lies about 50 feet lower 
than the bed of the Santee where the two dams were 
built, and because hydroelectric power depends upon 
rate of flow and upon vertical drop, a power plant was 
build at Pinopolis Dam on the Cooper, not at Wilson 
Dam on the Santee. A diversion canal was then dug to 
connect the two lakes behind the dams. This allowed 
the flow of the Santee to be cut off at Wilson Dam, 
redirected from Lake Marion to Lake Moultrie, and nm 
through the power plant at Pinopolis, spilling at last 
into the Cooper River just above Charleston. 

On paper it all seemed to make sense except that a 
great deal of land was tied up in the two immense 
shallow lakes to create a relatively small amount of 
hydroelectric power. The vertical drop, or head, at 
Pinopolis is only 75 feet compared to some dams in the 
Tennessee Valley Authority System that have 250 feet of 
head. Thousands of acres of pristine river bottom 
swamp and potentially productive farm land were 
permanently flooded. How such a major manipulation 
of two large river systems might affect the wildlife in 
and around these systems and the marine life at their 
mouths was apparently ignored. In those days , a scant 
40 years ago, the natural environment was expected to 
roll with the punches as our fathers, without a thougl).t 
for the long-range consequences, "conquered" arid 
"harnessed" nature to conform to their own immediate 
needs. 

Suddenly the Cooper River, which originally had an 
average flow rate of about 72 cubic feet of water per 
second (cfs) had to contend with most of the Santee's 
15,000 cfs flow. The Santee usually canies a heavy load 
of silt eroded from rich clay topsoil of the piedmont 
farmlands. As water velocity decreases upon entering 
the lakes most of these silt particles drop to the bottom. 
But countless particles remain suspended. When this 
large volume of fresh water finally meets saltwater in 
Charleston Harbor, the lighter fresh water rides over 

, the top of the heavier saltwater with very little verticle 
mixing. On the flood tide, salt water moves upstream 
along the bottom while fresh water continues seaward 
on top. Where fresh and salt water meet, a phenome
non called flocculation occurs causing the suspended 
particles to lump together and eventually settle . The in 
and out movement of tides prevents much of this silt 
from ever reaching the ocean , trapping it instead in the 
harbor. This same process forms the natural deltas at 
the mouth of larger rivers like the Mississippi. 

For years prior to completion of the Santee-Cooper 
Project, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had carried 
out maintenance dredging in Charleston Harbor insur
ing passage of ships in and out of the port. In some 
places, the harbor was 40 to 50 feet deep and dredging 
was a small operation that mainly knocked off occa-
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sional high spots. A few years after completion of the 
Santee-Cooper Project in 1942, the Corps said that the 
average amount of material dredged from Charleston 
Harbor jumped from half a mi llion cubic yards a year to 
10 million cubic yards a year. By 1976 the annual cost to 
taxpayers for maintenance dredging approached three 
million dollars. The very life of the port now depended 
upon continuous dredging of ship channels. 

Dredged up silt, called spoil, has to be put some
where and the closest, easiest place to put spoil is on 
top of the salt marsh. Once thought to be just a waste
land, the marsh has now come to be appreciated as the 
primary source of seafood. Continuous dredging re
quires the destruction of more and more salt marsh as 
spoil sites become filled to capacity and new sites are 
needed. The alternative would be to remove the spoi l to 
an offshore dumping area or to an inland high ground 
area. Both these plans could adversely affect local envi
ronments and would be exceedingly costly. 

"Spoil" is not a very descriptive term since this mate
rial is largely valuable topsoil. "We like to think of spoil 
as a resource out of place," says a Corps engineer. No 
one yet has devised an economical method to return 
spoil to farm land although spoil has been used ex
perimentally in the manufacture of particle board and 
bricks. But again, the cost of transporting and proces
sing make this system economically unfeasible. 

Continuous dredging of Charleston became unac
ceptable environmentally and financially. To halt the 
dredging would mean eventually closing the port of 
Charleston, a major east coast port. Rediverting the 
Santee River's diverted water back into the Santee 
appeared the only solution. Using complex models to 
approximate water movements in Charleston Harbor, 
the Corps determined to their satisfaction that reduc
ing the present flow of the Cooper River by 80% would 
mix vertically fresh water and salt water. Silt would be 
more likely to be swept out tc sea. And of course by 
reducing the flow of fresh water into the harbor, the 
amount of silt brought in would also be reduced. "Re
diversion" became the rallying cry of the Corps of 
Engineers, the State Ports Authority, and various 
politicians. 

As it stands at. the time of this writing, 
rediversion will become a reality with 
which South Carolinians will have to live. 

Letting more water out through Wilson Darn into the 
Santee and less water through Pinopolis Dam into the 
Cooper would be the most obvious method of return
ing the flow to the Santee. But Pinopolis Dam would be 
rendered useless for production of electricity. Some 
have suggested that a new power plant cou ld be bui lt at 
Wilson Dam to make use of the greater flow of water. 
Had that been feasible it probably would have been 
done in the first place. Wilson Dam has only one third 
the head of Pinopolis Dam. 

Santee Cooper, formerly named the Public Service 
Authority, a state agency commissioned to build and 
maintain the Santee-Cooper Lakes and the power they 
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produce, naturally wants no alterations that would 
limit the system 's production of electricity. Since the 
completion of the Santee-Cooper project , Santee 
Cooper has expanded their operation and now gets 
most of its electric power from various steam generat
ing plants. Pinopolis power plant, which once 
produced all the Santee Cooper's electricity, now 
contributes only 15-20 percent of the agency's power. 

Hydroelectric plants are ideal for producing peak 
power at those times when demand is highest. A hy
droelectric plant can hit full capacity almost instantly 
while steam plants require several hours to warm up. 
Peak demand power can be sold for several times the 
rate for base power, and Santee Cooper is reluctant to 
lose this source of revenue. 

Reducing silting in Charleston Harbor without caus
ing a disruption in power production by Santee Cooper 
was the Corps ' difficult task. After years of studying 
several alternatives, the Corps decided to build an 11-
mile-long canal connecting Lake Moultrie to the old 
Santee River bed near St. Stephen . A new power plant 
will sit astride this canal. Operation of the Pinopolis 
power plant wilt be greatly reduced as the flow of water 
at Pinopolis will be dropped to an average of 3,000 
cubic feet per second. Although this new St. Stephen 
plant will have a much reduced head, 50 feet compared 
to 75 feet at Pinopolis, the two plants will have a peak 

load capacity greater than the present Pinopolis plant 
alone. Since Wilson Dam has a head of only 25 feet, a 
power plant at that site would have far less capacity. 

Envi:"ronmentalists argue that since the whole 
Santee-Cooper project produces a relatively small 
amount of hydroelectric power, why not simply open 
Wilson Darn and "waste" all that water. Replacement 
power could be purchased elsewhere. The Corps, how
ever, maintains that another source of equivalent 
power could not be located in the Carolina-Virginia 
area, and that the purchase of replacement power sim
ply is not possible. 

Earlier this year rediversion appeared on President 
Carter's "hit list" of water projects from which he 
threatened to cut off funds on economic or environ
mental grounds. However, funds for at least the initial 
stages of construction seem to be intact at the moment 
and groundbreaking ceremonies for the new canal and 
power plant were held at St. Stephen this past May. 

Funding can still be cancelled or withheld by the 
President or Congress at any time before the comple
tion or rediversion. This will require several years, but 
as it stands at the time of this writing; rediversion will 
become a reality with which South Carolinians will 
have to live. 

Many things have changed since the 1930's, and a 
project of this magnitude has drawn the cl9se scrutiny 

of environmentalists as well as state and federal agen
cies charged with protecting wildlife and preserving 
the natural environment. Had the original Santee
Cooper project been subject to today's environmental 
review, it probably would never have been built. As it 
is, serious doubts have been raised as to the environ
mental feasibility of rediversion. 

Reduced flow of fresh water into Charleston Harbor 
and increased flow into the Santee will approximate the 
conditions of these two rivers before the Santee
Cooper project. But by now, aquatic organisms have for 
the most part adapted to present conditions. Decreased 
flow of fresh water and increased salinity in the Cooper 
River may allow oyster drills and boring sponges to 
invade subtidal oyster beds in the Wanda River. The 
ability of the harbor area to act as a nursery ground for 
shrimP, may be reduced. Pollutants that now are 
flushed out to sea could be trapped. Increased flow and 
decreased salinity in the Santee will probably wipe out 
the subtidal clam fishery, reduce oyster populations 
and might adversely affect the ability of the area to act 
as a nursery ground for marine fish and shrimp. The 
Santee and Cooper estuaries are not equivalent. The 
Cooper is much larger but historically carried a much 
smaller flow of fresh water. Any major change in the 
flow of fresh water will affect the two estuaries and the 
organisms that depend upon them. 
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Shrimp, clams, oysters and fish all had to adapt to the 

original diversion of the water and no doubt will again 
adapt to rediversion. But no one can predict what this 
may cost. People who make their living harvesting 
these species will have to survive for several years 
while natural populations re-establish themselves 
elsewhere. 

Of greatest concern to sportsmen and to the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department is 
the fate of striped bass. Stripers have always been 
considered the great success story of the Santee-Cooper 
project. Spawning bass from the Atlantic became 
trapped behind the dams and to everyone's surprise 
continued to reproduce without returning to the ocean. 
These "World Famous Landlocked Striped Bass," as 
promoters and fish camps were soon calling them, 
have for years drawn thousands of anglers and millions 
of tourist dollars from all over the country. This windfall 
was as unexpected a spinoff of the Santee-Cooper 
project as was silting in Charleston Harbor. 

Landlocked stripers continued to expand their popu
lation until !he early 1960's when a sudden decline was 
blamed on a lack of forage fish. At the urging of the 
Wildlife Department, the Public Service Authority 
agreed to pass blueback herring from the Cooper River 
into Lake Moultrie through the lock at Pinopolis. 

Each spring hundreds of thousands of bluebacks 
moving up the Cooper seeking a spawning ground are 
locked into the lakes. The striper population has now 
stabilized and most biologists believed that passing 
herring into the lakes is a critical factor. The Wildlife 
Department is currently conducting a variety of re
search into the life history, spawning area and food 
habits of blueback hening. Some of this research is 
being funded by the Corps. In addition, an electric fish 
counter has been used for the past several years to 
determine exactly how many bluebacks are passed 
through the locks at Pinopolis . 

stripers. So rediversion threatens striper fishing in the 
Cooper River, in the Santee-Cooper Lakes and in other 
South Carolina lakes. It also throws a cloud over the 
future of this fine game fish in many other states that 
look to South Carolina for striped bass fry. 

Eventually, a run of stripers may materialize in the 
Santee but that river is much less accessible to most 
anglers. It is farther from Charleston, the nearest center 
of population, and has fewer boat ramps and access 
points. One Wildlife Department report suggests that 
increased flooding in the Santee after rediversion could 
kill many trees and possibly produce "an inpenetrable 
maze of fallen tree trunks," hardly a fisherman's 
paradise. 

The ultimate effects of re diversion on the 
complex inter-relationship of striped bass 
and blueback herring cannot be accurately 
predicted. 

Blueback herring may also establish spawning runs 
in the Santee River, but getting them into the lakes to 
feed landlocked striped bass may present problems 
since no navigational lock is planned at the St. Stephen 
power plant. The Corps plans instead to install a fish 
lift of the type used successfully at dams in New Eng
land for American shad. Unfortunately, this device has 

FISH LIFT DETAIL 
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never been used to lift bluebacks and no one is really 
sure if it will work. Herring will have to first enter the 
new canal instead of continuing upstream to Wilson 
Dam, a dead end . It is hoped that the greater flow from 
the canal will attract the fish into the lift. 

An alternative would be to lift fish over Wilson Dam . 
That would put the herring into Lake Marion, above 
Lake Moultrie. These food fish then perhaps would be 
unavailable for stripers in the lower lake . Bluebacks 
may never reach St. Stephen, if attracted to spawn in 
the swampy lower reaches of the Santee, far below the 
new canal. 

The ultimate effects of rediversion on the complex 
inter-relationship of striped bass and blueback herring 
cannot be accurately predicted , but the Wildlife De
partment and local fishing organizations view the en
tire situation with some alarm. 

As required by law, the Corps of Engineers has pre
pared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on re
diversion. One weakness of this EIS is that it is mainly 
based on an outdated 1966 ecological study of the area 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Some 
new issues have surfaced since 1966, including the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 . lreatment of en
dangered species in the 1975 EIS of the Corps is, at best, 
curious. 

This EIS discusses the project's potential impact on 
three endangered species: the alligator,- the bald eagle 
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Fish that move upstream to spawn are attracted by 
the flow of current. Since completion of the Santee
Cooper project, the Cooper River, with its strong flow, 
has become an important spawning stream for several 
anadromous fish species including stripers and 
blueback herring. The Cooper developed such a good 
spawning run of stripers that the Wildlife Department 
built a striped bass hatchery at Moncks Corner just 
below Pinopolis Dam. This hatchery now produces 50 
million fry each year for stocking into other South 
Carolina lakes where stripers cannot spawn success
fully. In addition, more than 30 other states have pur
chased striper fry for lake stocking. The striper spawn
ing run may not be sufficient to support the hatchery 
after rediversion reduces the flow of the Cooper. 

At the request of the Wildlife Department, the Corps 
has agreed to build a replacement hatchery near the 
new power plant at St. Stephen. But it is not known 
when, or even if, a run of stripers will establish itself in 
the Santee River. Nor is the genetic makeup of the 
Santee stripers well known. This completely separate 
stock of fish may never respond to artificial rearing 
techniques developed for the stocking of Cooper 
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and the red-cockaded woodpecker. But only the im
pacts of the canal construction are considered . There is 
no discussion of how the entire rediversion project 
may affect any endangered species. Other endangered 
species that inhabit or migrate through the project 
area , including short-nosed sturgeon, peregrine fal
con, Bachman's warbler, brown pelican, Eastern 
cougar, and Florida manatee, are listed in the EIS but 
not discussed . 

The EIS dismisses bald eagles in three sentences: 
"Although it is not unusual to see one or two bald 
eagles in the project, the total number of eagles in the 
project area is probably very small. The USFWS con
ducted an eagle-osprey survey in 1973 and reported 
that only two active nests were found and that only one 
produced young birds. In view of the present scarcity 
of eagles and the small area to be affected by construc
tion of other human activity, it is considered very un
likely that the project will have any effect on eagles," 
the USFWS report stated . 

This sort of reasoning appears to be the Endangered 
Species Act in reverse. Once any animal becomes suffi
ciently scarce, it then can be ignored. 

The alligator, which has now recovered in sufficient 
numbers along the South Carolina coast to be up
graded to a " threatened" status, rates two sentences in 
the EIS: "The rediversion canal should not have any 
long-term effect on alligator habitat in the Lake Mat
tasee area. Because the area subject to overflow in this 
area will be enlarged, the area suitable for alligators 
may be expanded as a result of the project." No men
tion is made of the possible severe loss of alligator 
habitat along the upper Cooper once flow and water 
levels are drastically reduced. 

The EIS goes to somewhat greater length to demon
strate that the osprey, a threatened but not yet en
dangered bird, has suffered from pesticides and other 
pollutants. Most ornithologists would agree that loss of 
habitat has also reduced the population of ospreys . The 
EIS does not discuss loss of habitat or the potential for 
osprey habitat reduction in rediversion. Ospreys are 
referred to as "abundant," but compared to many other 
bird species, starlings, for example, the osprey cannot 
accurately be called abundant. The Corps seems to 
want to ignore the bald eagle because of its scarcity and 
ignore the osprey because of its abundance. 

Since the Endangered Species Act prohibits any en
vironmental alterations that might adversely affect any 
animal determined to be faced with imminent extinc
tion, the Corps' rather casual treatment of endangered 
species is puzzling. 

No aspect of rediversion has drawn as much criti
cism as the 11-mile-long canal proposed to divert the 
water while still retaining the hydroelectric capacity of 
Santee-Cooper. The canal will drain Lake Moultrie near 
Russellville and bend around to the Santee River near 
St. Stephen. It will be 275 feet wide at the lower end and 
will require excavation of17 million cubic yards of dirt. 
At least 2300 acres of wildlife habitat will disappear 
forever. An additional 325 acres will be temporarily 
uninhabitable. 
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Also, 3.6 million cubic yards will be dredged from 
340 acres of lake bottom in the Russellville Flats area to 
channel water out of the lake through a 2.5 mile en
trance canal. This area is a favorite for largemouth bass 
anglers and a resting area for migrating waterfowl. The 
result will be a permanent loss of prime shallow water 
spawning and nursery grounds for game and forage 
fish, including bluegill, largemouth bass, crappie, 
threadfin shad, blueback herring and gizzard shad. 

Dredged material will be placed on 325 acres of high 
ground which the Wildlife Department states, "pro
vides good habitat conditions for farm wildlife species 
and white-tailed deer. The loss of this wildlife habitat 
may be permanent or temporary depending upon the 
disposition of this land following project completion." 

Construction of the canal and power 
plant is the only "black and white" issue in 
the complicated grayness of rediversion . 

The Wildlife Department requested that no dredging 
take place during the spawning season of March, April 
and May as fish eggs might be damaged from silt 
generated by dredging. They also noted that toxic sub
stances may have accumulated in the lake bottom and 
could possibly damage a number of links in the food 
chain if dispersed by dredging. While its EIS does not 
discuss the possibility of toxic substances in the lake 
bottom, the Corps agreed to make every effort to avoid 
spring dredging. 

Material excavated from the overland portion of the 
canal will be placed along the canal right-of-way. About 
2000 acres of upland and bottom land wildlife habitat 
will be lost to canal construction. Much of this loss will 
be peonanent. 

Proposed alternative canal routes involved even 
greater excavation and would have destroyed much 
more land. The "Price's Inlet Plan," for example, re
quired a canal in excess of twenty miles from the "Tee" 
area of the Cooper River above North Charleston, 
across the Francis Marion National Forest to Price's 
Inlet between Capers Island and Bulls Island. The 
USFWS was against this plan in their 1966 study. 

Construction of the canal and power plant is the only 
"black and white" issue in the complicated grayness of 
rediversion. Most wildlife losses from this construction 
can be readily calculated . The sole purpose of the canal 
and power plant is to minimize loss of hydroelectric 
output of the Santee-Cooper Lakes. 

For $100 million, Santee Cooper would be able to 
replace about 80 percent of the present output of the 
Pinopolis hydroelectric plant which will be rendered 
all but useless by rediversion. The new plant, with a 
little help from the old one, will produce about 418 
million kilowatt hours annually. This new plant would 
also provide an additional capacity of 84,000 kilowatts 
to Santee-Cooper. But this idea of "additional capacity" 
is misleading. The Pinopolis plant will continue to 
have the capacity to produce electricity but, with very 
little water allowed to nm through the plant, its capac
ity is of little value. The choice here is simple: 418 
14 

million kilowatt hours per year will cost $100 million 
and the destrnction of 2300 acres? 

The many other possible impacts of rediversion are 
much more difficult to determine. Continued reliance 
on a now eleven year-old study of the ecology of the 
area by the USFWS takes a great deal of credibility from 
the Corps' EIS. This study fails to account for new 
developments such as the Endangered Species Act and 
the rather substantial subtidal clam fishery in the San
tee delta. Instead it deals primarily with migratory 
birds over which the USFWS has jurisdiction. These 
birds have changed their habits since 1966. Most other 
wild species come under state jurisdiction . 

In the 1966 study the USFWS concludes an evaluation 
of rediversion on a positive note via the St. Stephen 
canal , the so-called "Santee Plan:" "Total effects of the 
Santee Plan on fish and wildlife resources are primarily 
beneficial. Fishery losses in the Cooper River will be 
offset by benefits in the Santee River. Overall hunting 
potential will increase about 700 man-days and water
fowl use capacity will expand by 31,175,000 duck days. 
Commercial fisheries will suffer an average annual loss 
of $19,900.00" 

The figure of $19,900 is based on the USFWS estimate 
of potential reduction in oyster ~md finfish harvest in 
the Cooper drainage system, including the subtidal 
oysters in the Wando River. No mention is made of the 

SANTEE RIVE~. 
DRAINAGE . 
SYSTEM 

possible rediversion impact on commercial shrimp due 
to increased salinity in th e harbor. 

In a November 1976 letter commenting on rediver
sion , ·charles M. Bearden , Chief of the Marine 
Resources Division 's Office of Conservation and 
Management for the South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department, wrote: "Recent data 
indicate that a positive correlation between fresh water 
inflow and shrimp production, especially white 
shrimp, may exist. Since the Charleston Harbor es
tuary is one of the most productive South Carolina 
estuaries for white shrimp, it is evident that reduced 
fresh water discharges into this system may adversely 
affect shrimp production of the harbor system ." 

Much of the shrimp presently produced in Charles
ton Harbor is caught just south of the harbor jetties, off 
Morris Island . The South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department estimates that in 1976 the Morris 
Island area catch of white shrimp amounted to 720,000 
pounds (heads off), valued at $939,000. The economic 
impact of rediversion on the Charleston area shrimp 
fleet therefore could be severe. -

Continued deposit of spoil onto salt marsh could also 
severely harm shrimp populations. Loss of marsh to 
spoil areas since the completion of the Santee-Cooper 
project has certainly done the state's shrimping indus
try little good. 

REDIVERSION'S 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
GAINS & LOSSES 

In light of the million dollar a year shrimp fishery 
depend ent upon the Charleston estuary, and the half
million dollars worth of clams harvested in the Santee 
delta in the last several years , the USFWS figure of 
$19,900 for loss seems far too small. 

The USFWS estimate of how rediversion will in
crease duck hunting opportunities in the Santee delta 
is also outdated . Since 1966, more and more waterfowl 
species are being "short stopped," that is migrating 
south in the winter only as far as Maryland and Vir
ginia . Improved and increased duck wintering area in 
the Santee delta will be of no benefit to South Carolina 
duck hunters if the ducks never get this far south. 

In a November 1976 letter commenting on rediver
sion, Jefferson C. Fuller, director of the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department's Wildlife 
and Freshwater Fisheries Division , stated: "Obviously 
the Wildlife Department's evaluation of the rediversion 
project is chronically altered by findings of field re
search since 1966 . ... To proceed with a project of this 
magnitude based on the findings of an outdated report 
and an impact statement which does not address the 
entire project is inconceivable." 

Since 1966 the USFWS has made what appears to be a 
complete turn around on rediversion. In a February 
1977 letter to the Corps, Ray R. Vaughn , acting regional 
director for USFWS, stated:" ... The Fish and Wildlife 
Service does not endorse the ecological soundness of 
the Cooper River Rediversion project." Although no 
longer endorsing rediversion, USFWS does not offi
cially oppose rediversion. Nor does the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department officially 
oppose rediversion. 

In short, almost anyone looking for a villan in redi
version can find one. Sensible, logical alternatives to 
rediversion are much harder to find . 

Should the whole project be delayed for several years 
while a more up to date EIS can be prepared? Should a 
several year " test" of the downstream effects of rediver
sion be conducted prior to beginning construction? 

The issues involved in rediversion are complex, 
much more complex than in the 1rotters Shoals project, 
for example, where the changes that take place when a 
river is turned into a lake are relatively well-known and 
the need for hydroelectric power can be weighed 
against the cost of constrnction. Rediversion will affect 
the movement of several anadromous fish species, 
completely change the character of two major estuaries 
that support diverse commercial fishing industries, put 
a major fish hatchery out of business, eliminate much 
prime sportfishing located at the front door of a large 
metropolitan center, and threaten a major source of 
tourist income. 

Alternatives to rediversion involve continued de
struction of highly-valuable salt marsh, loss of an estab
lished source of energy production, and allowing a 
major seaport to turn to a mud hole. Ultimately the 
people of South Carolina must decide how they want 
their tax dollars spent and what should be the state's 
priorities . But when the experts disagree on the effects 
of rediversion, the average citizen seems to have little 
chance of wading successfully through this wilderness. 
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The Adaptable Golden 
by Mike Creel w ith Photographs by Art Carter 

The Golden Retriever is fast gaining a reputation as a hard charger 
in the field and a devoted family dog. 

For the sportsman who can afford only one dog, an animal which must be a companion in 

the field and home, few breeds qualify as well as the Golden Retriever. Goldens are friendly, 

adaptable dogs ready at all times to romp with the kids under the garden hose, sit beside 
you in a dove field , bull through frozen marsh for the duck you just winged or stretch lazily 
before the hearth for an ear-pulling from the children . 

It's no surprise that the past few years have seen the Golden Retriever moving steadily 
up the popularity list . Of all our major retrieving breeds - the Labrador, Chesapeake, 
Curly-coated, Flat-coated and Golden - only the Lab tops the Golden in popularity. 

Golden Retrievers charm their way into the heart and home of hunters, dog show 
enthusiasts, field trainers and even children . These dogs make a place for themselves 
wherever they go . 

"Our dog's name is Mr. Bojangles - we call him Bo," said Mrs . Hope D. Craver of 
Columbia. "He's five now and was given to us by our nephew in Charleston. Bo sleeps at 

the foot of the steps in the garage and usually you have to step over him to get in. 
"He's definitely a people dog," added Mrs. Craver. "Bo jogs with my husband every 

morning, the whole mile and a tenth. He doesn' t accompany other joggers in the 
neighborhood; he's a one-family dog. 

"I used to watch my kids in the morning, but now I just watch the dog," Mrs . Craver 
said. "The children catch their school bus at two different times. Bo walks one shift to the 

bus and comes back to escort the second group. When he comes home, I know the kids 
have gotten on the bus safely." 

For many years Golden Retriever fanciers have clung to a colorful and romantic legend 
that the Russian circus dogs were the forefathers of this handsome breed. Important 
research 'in recent years has established a logical relationship between the Golden and 
other retriever breeds which were developed in early nineteenth-century England. 

An increasing interest in the sport of wild-fowling created a demand for dogs which 
would deliver game to hand and were rugged enough to withstand the roughest land and 
water conditions. To attain the type desired, experimental crosses of setters, water spaniels 

and other sporting breeds were made with the small, lighter build of a Newfoundland 
known as the St. John's Newfoundland. 

Though their procedures differed , many breeders shared a common purpose in 
producing strong dogs of moderate size with substance and bone. From their efforts , the 
major retriever breeds eventually became standardized. 

One of the known forebearers of the Golden, the Wavy-coated Retriever resulted from 
the successful crossing of the Gordon setter and the St. John's dog. In the mid-1800' s an 
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The Golden Retriever is rapidly 
gaining popularity in South 
Carolina due to its beauty, 
responsiveness and stamina . 
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A hard charger in the duck blind or 
on a do ve field, Go /dens also make 

in'esistible pets for the entire family. 
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odd yellow puppy named Nous (wisdom) from a litter of black wavy-coats was bred to a 
now obscure variety of retriever from Scotland called the Tweed Water Spaniel. This mating 
resulted in four yellow puppies which were the basis for a program of carefully considered 
line breeding to establish a uniform type . 

Yellow retrievers were classified as Wavy or Flat-coated Retrievers until 1913, at which 
time they received recognition from the British Kennel Club as a separate variety and were 
called "Yellow or Golden Retrievers ." In 1920 the name "yellow" was dropped altogether. In 
1932 the American Kennel Club recognized the Golden as a separate breed. And today, the 
Golden has a nationwide organization of sincere admirers - the Golden Retriever 
Club of America. 

The official standard approved in 1963 for Golden Retrievers by the American Kennel 
Club begins, "A symmetrical, powerful, active dog, sound and well put together, not 
clumsy or long in leg, displaying a kindly expression and possessing a personality that is 
eager, alert and self-confident." 

Males by the standard should weigh between 65 and 75 pounds and females between 60 
and 70 pounds. Their color is described as "lustrous golden of various shades" and indeed 
Golden Retrievers range in color from nearly a flaxen blond to yellowish mahogapy . 

" We settled on Goldens," said Wayne Burr of Columbia. "They are versatile dogs you can 
do a lot with. Once you get a Golden, it's mighty hard to switch. My wife Pam and I have 
five dogs now and two of them are pups that show a lot of promise." 

"Mike is our best dog to date," Burr said. "He has already achieved his C.D. or 
companion dog degree and nearly achieved champion status in confirmation showing 
before surgery was required on his right shoulder. Confirmation and obedience are both 
aims with our Goldens." 

At present only about 25 Golden Retrievers are double champs in both obedience (with 
a U.D.T. or utility dog tracker) and in confirmation showing (show champion). Utility dog 
tracker is the highest degree that a dog can attain in obedience trials. 

"We've had Goldens about eight years and are starting our own line," Burr said. "Some 
people with show dogs hire a professional to take their dogs all over the country and show 
them. Professionally-handled dogs have a much greater chance of becoming champions 
because they get to compete in more shows. My wife and I are the only handlers for our 
dogs - amateurs of course - and we get a great enjoyment from it . 

"The myth that a show dog cannot be a good pet is just that, a myth, particularly when 
Goldens are involved," Burr emphasized. "There is no difference between a good Golden 
show quality, and a good Golden, pet quality." 
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Loving family member, devoted 
field companion or classy show 

dog, the Golden's adaptability has 
earned a nationwide following in the 

po/den Retriever Club of America. 
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Burr feels that the way you discipline a Golden is very important. He tries to remove the 
circumstances by which a dog can do wrong and uses praise as a reward to keep his dogs 
on the right course. 

Most trainers agree that the Golden is the easiest of the major retrieving breeds for an 
amateur to train to obedience and manners. Too much harsh discipline can easily break a 
dog's spirit. However, the Golden is so eager to please that any type of severe treatment is 
seldom needed. 

"My- dog behaves both around the house and in the field," said Winter Kimes, a general 
contractor from Columbia. "I took him through obedience school, both regular and 
advanced. The inflection of your voice can train a Golden Retriever quicker than any 
training device I know. It's the kind of animal you never have to mistreat to train . 

"On a dove shoot near Florence last year, my dog Prince gave his all-time best 
performance," Kimes proudly said. "A few of my doves were falling on the far side of a 12 
or 13 foot-wide irrigation ditch. The only way I could get to them would be to go to the 
end of the field and walk across, so I sent Prince over and he made it with little difficulty. 
A hunter down from me across the ditch saw Prince leaping across the ditch and shouted, 
'Mister shoot another bird down over here, that was the prettiest thing I ever say..' 

"A fellow offered me his Chevrolet once for my dog right after Prince had found several 
birds that he had shot down and lost," Kimes grinned. "I don't know how legitimate the 
offer of the car was but he pulled out his registration and seemed serious enough. Well, it 
looked pretty impressive to me at the time." 

Elmo Dunning of Huger, got his first dog from an owner who was looking for someone 
who would provide her dog with a good home and plenty of room. Elmo still has the dog, 
Ginger's Samantha Snap, which is now 13 years old. 

"I call her Ginger," Dunning noted. "She's too old to hunt now but she and her son 
Rebel have left me with some memories. 

"Teaching them to retrieve? Why there wasn't anything to it," Dunning said. "If 
something had your scent on it you could throw a small rock or piece of coal into the 
marsh and they would hunt it up and bring it back. 

"We were jumpshooting ducks on the river. It was a real cold winter and there was a thin 
sheet of ice over the top of the marsh, leaving a hollow space," Dunning remembered. 
"You couldn't see Rebel when he went out after a duck. You'd send him out and just hear 
crashing and rattling as the dog searched for duck scent beneath ice. In a few minutes the 
noise would get closer and Rebel's head would poke up through the ice with a 
mouthful of duck. 

"I let some fellows borrow Rebel one morning and they kept him in the boat until they 
were finished shooting," Dunning said. "They had several mallards scattered in every 
possible direction. My puppy went out there and came back seven times with those ducks 
while the hunters were busy picking up their decoys. 

"There wasn't any such thing as hand signals. The dog used his nose and his own 
smarts. In the marsh - which is six to seven feet high in many places - hand signals are 
useless and a dog must depend on his nose. 

"The fellow who borrowed Rebel tried later to trade me a boat, motor and all for that 
dog, but I said no deal," Dunning said. "A month later I ended up buying the whole rig 
for a thousand dollars." 

Most experts feel that a Golden from proven field winner or hunting stock is hard to beat 
as a retriever on land for any kind of upland game. Such a dog can often wind game from 
distances up to 50 yards and will never damage the game he retrieves . 

From 1931 through 1966, a total of 458 retrievers were awarded Open Field 
Championships. Of these, 383 were Labs, 52 were Goldens and 23 were Chesapeakes . 

"My dog Prince is for hunting purposes and to be a buddy of mine," Kimes said. "He's 
my hunting dog for ducks, doves and even quail. Lacking a pointing dog, I can hunt quail 
with him by watching closely to tell when he gets the hot scent of a covey and then 
making him heel as I walk the birds up. 

"If I go outside in my camouflage outfit, my dog goes crazy," Kimes continued. "He 
knows what's up for sure. In addition to hunting, the Golden is probably the most loving 
family dog I've ever come across. I've had Goldens since 1969. And if I had known then 
half of what I know now _about these dogs, I would have started much earlier. " 

All in all Golden Retrievers are supremely satisfactory as gun dogs, as companions or as 
show dogs because of their intelligence, beauty, loyalty and steady nerves which are all 
integral characteristics of this breed . Goldens are also popular contenders in obedience 
circles and have recently gained recognition as guide dogs for the blind . 
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Ruins of Mi llwood , circa 1824. 
Once the home of Wade Hampton II , 
Millwood was burned down in 1865 
when Sherman's troops marched 
th rough South Carolina. 

~lrouded in ancient cedar and oak 
the house seems a silent apparition. Thoughts 
of the hunt and a fresh deer trail are swept 
away by the building's abrupt appearance. 
Shadows in the evening breeze dance across 
the towering columns and faded sides . 
Waving moss tendrils beckon like sirens to 
come closer. 

Time and vandals have stripped away her 
beauty, yet there is a quiet dignity in the 
mansion's forlorn presence. Paneless 
windows and the half open door beg a 
listener to enter and share her stories. 
Shotgun and the present world are placed 
aside for fantasies of what might and must 
have been. 

Gallant gentlemen on prancing horses, 
beautiful ladies in flowing gowns, festive 
hunts to hound and horn, elegant balls with 
the rarest wines and food on silver trays 
formed a lifestyle only rivaled in King 
Arthur's imaginary court. Questions of the 
incredible plantation kingdom's birth, 
existence and death flood upon the mind. 

Homes such as those shown in "Gone With 
The Wind" are most often associated with this 
realm. With some exceptions, upcountry 
plantations of the piedmont and midlands 
reflect a more simple country style than the 
antebellum homes on the coast. This effect 
was greatly influenced by trade ports such as 
Charleston and the network of coastal river 

oouth Carolina 
plantation horneo 
reflect the 
elegance and grace 
of the ooutH) 
moot legendarLl era. 
b\,J .John Davio 
re~arch bl) Ga)~e Griffin 
photograph) b6J 
Ted Borg and !\rt Garter 
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Mulberry Plantation , circa 1820. 
A th ree story b rick house , Mulberry 

was built by James Chesnut and 
su rrounded with formal gardens and 

majes tic oaks. His dau ghter-in- law, 
Mary Boykin Chesnut , used Mulberry as 

a setting for her book, A Diary from Dixie. 
Hammock hook on the porch at Mulberry. 

Mulberry stairwell. 

systems and inlets . These geographical 
differences caused a much higher population 
density before the Civil War in the lowcountry 
than found in the state's inland regions. 

Spaniards, then the French first tried the 
new land. But Indian attacks, pirates and 
privateers, tangled semi-tropical growth and 
disease made their settlements only 
temporary. Not until England's Charles II 
granted to eight powerful noblemen the vast 
province containing South Carolina did 
colonization take hold with permanence. 

Under these Lords Proprietors, Carolina 
was settled by a mixture of West Indian, 
English, Irish and Welsh people in the 
mid-1600s. In 1680 French Huguenots and 
English Calvinists arrived in great numbers, 
soon to be joined by the Dutch and other 
nationalities from northern colonies. All came 
to escape disappointment or persecution. 
From this beginning came the varied social 
customs and fiery politics of Carolina. 

Settlements were spread up rivers and 
inlets as roads were few and poor. Many crops 
including corn, wheat, silk, indigo and cotton 
were tried, but rice, which was introduced in 
1672, proved to be the money crop most 
esteemed on the European market. Its golden 
grain hastened the spread of the plantation 
system while bonding them to the rivers . 

First planted in moist savannahs, the crop 
was soon moved to inland swamps. Water 
from diked headwaters formed reserves to 
flood the grain and increase its yield. Slave 
labor which had been minimal in the initial 
years of colonization increased directly with 
the size of lowcountry plantations. 

When the French and Indian War brought 
an end to South European rice markets in 
1754, British merchants cut off from French 
markets paid a premium for indigo dyes from 
the new land. With the loss of this market 
during the years following the Revolution, 
plantation life reached a low ebb. 

Cotton on the sea islands and upcountry 
lands helped preserve the lifestyle of many 
planters, while the tidal cultivation of rice 
made a comeback in coastal areas. The 1790's 
inventions of the rice mill and the cotton gin 
freed b'oth crops from tedious hand 
preparation for market. All that was needed 
for princely fortunes were land and slaves . 

Lm thece (Gemgetown) we went 
up the Waccamaw River 12 miles to Chancellor 
Dunkin's place . .. . I enjoyed the sail up 
river highly, continually asking questions. 

The houses of the Planters are situated near 
the river on high land surrounded by huge 
live oaks, and some of them were very 
handsome .... At the wharf I met the 
Chancellor and a bevy of ladies waiting to 
welcome me .... We walked from the wharf 
several hundred yards through a rice field, on 
a wide bank built up for the purpose of a 
path, then we came to the high land and 
entered through a big gate on either side of 
which was a tree called the "Pride of India" 
covered with purple flowers and a cherokee 
rose climbing to the top of one, and a 
multiflora the other, both having hundreds, 
perhaps thousands of roses on them. Wild 
orange hedges as high as my neck and some 
six feet broad we walked between to the 
house, which is a two story square one, white 
with green blinds, a piazza on the north and 
south sides . .. . There is a large circle in 
front of each piazza surrounded by hedges 
filled with roses, flowering vines and 
evergreens, each can contain as many flowers 
as your whole flower garden, and all the trees 
in the yard are evergreen. Magnolia was in 
blossom when we left, the first flower of the 
kind I ever saw, live and water oaks, orange, 
etc . which makes the place look nearly as 
inviting in winter as in summer. 

The avenue for the carriages, leading to the 
main travelled road, is a quarter of a mile 
long, enclosed with a white fence and a 
hundred oaks on each side all planted several 
years since by Mrs. Dunkin's direction. When 
I tell you that the W River, nearly a mile 
broad, flowing along one side, and the large 
Rice fields covered with water, looking like 
immense ponds lying on the other, this 
avenue of oaks on a third and the com fields 
and negro village on the fourth , you can 
imagine a scene entirely new to me, but you 
cannot think how beautiful it was. 
Almira Coffin , 1851 , • The Plantation South". 
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Coffin Point Plantation , circa 1801. Built on high ground 
overlooking St. Helena Sound, Coffin Point Plan ta tion was the 
home of a wealthy sea island cotton planter, Thomas As ton Coffin. 
All three floors of the house have center halls with rooms 
on each side and in trica te woodwork fram ing the archways. 
Top: Detai l of wooden peg and square nai l construction in the attic. 
Bottom: View from second story landing in Coffin Poi n t Plantation. 

Rice and cotton reigned supreme and 
though many found the concept of slavery 
disagreeable, few could resist its profits. 
Those without large rice or cotton lands 
seemed to grow poorer while slave labor built 
empires of sophistication and influence for 
the planter class. From this immense wealth 
came the southern Camelot legend. 

Although early roads often were in better 
condition than might be imagined, social and 
commercial travel to and from the lowcountry 
plantations was most often by river. For this 
reason, most formal entrances of these homes 
faced the water. 

Upon closer examination, at the front 
portico is a circular walk converging to one 
wide path leading to the river bluff. Only an 
occasional edge of brick reveals its buried 
presence. At the bluff's edge, two brick 
pillars, one intact and the other toppled by a 
massive live oak's growth, mark the sides of 
steps leading down to marsh which once was 
a rice field . In more elegant times, the 
landscaped grounds and formal gardens of the 
manor house undoubtedly made a grand first 
impression upon the traveler. 

and the occasional visitor are all that mark a 
whin the doorway, tracks of mice I 

century of dust. Accumulations of plaster from suppose that no clearer indication 
ornamental ceiling moldings line the union of of the culture of a people can be found than 
floor and walls in every room. Here and there that ?isclosed by an examination of their 
the repetitive design continues to win over readmg matter. There ~as always been at . 

. . . . Hampton an unusual library, not so large as it 
gravity a_nd the leaking s~i~gl~ ro_of · Fireplace is distinctive. I get the impression that the 
mantels in each room exhibit intncately early colonists of a certain station had in 
molded patterns of scroll, leaf and shell design. England standing orders for anything 

To the left of the great entrance hall is a significant in a literary way 
· · · h h d f d Books on law, on religion, on politics, on 

library slightly larger t an t e ~n ° . mo em history, poetry, drama and fiction of the 
homes. The volumes that once lined its highest type-these constituted the reading of 
shelves might have told a great deal about the plantation families. And it was this sort of 
people who owned them. The intricacies and ~ducation, together, perhaps, with schooli~g 
responsibilities of managing one or more m England, which enabl~d ~ yo_ung man hke 

. . . Thomas Lynch, Jr., to affix his signature to the 
plantat10n~ and P:ovidn~g f~r sev~r~l hundred Declaration of Independence when he was 
people while staying active m politics and only twenty-six years old. 
society demanded a strong intelligent character. Archibald Rutledge , "Home by the River". 
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Walnut Grove Plantation, 
circa 1765. A two story plantation 
home o f the upcountry, Walnu t 
Grove is constructed of unchinked 
logs covered w ith clapboard . 
Separate outbu ild ings of the 
plantation include a kitchen, 
storage sheds, barns and an 
academy building . Located in 
Spartanbu rg County, Walnut Grove 
is o pen to the public. 



Drayton Hall Plan tation (Cover), circa 1738-1742. 
The old est and fines t surv iving example 

of ea rl y Georgian architectu re in the south , 
Drayton Hall was built by John Dray ton 
around 1738, south of his fa ther ' s home, 

Magnoli a Plantation. Drayton Hall , which is 
approximately 12 miles northwes t of Charles ton, 

is o pen to the public by reservati on onl y. 
Bottom: Exter ior view from th e basement. 

Right: Th e principa l s taircase made of mahogany. 
Far right: Decorati ve mantle plas terwork. 

1the right of the hall is a 
chamber about equal to the library's size. 
Next is the great drawing room which is 
about 60 by 40 feet in area. As in all the 
house, the flooring is stout heart of pine 
lumber, probably cut on the plantation. 

This wood resists decay almost indefinitely 
and only the most demented termite would be 
foolish enough to attack its flint-like texture. 
Boards vary in size with the largest being well 
over a foot in width. But the most impressive 
fact is that all run the room's full length 
without piecing. 

At the top of the curving stairway is 
another drawing room somewhat smaller than 
its counterpart below. The second remainder 
of the floor consists of seven chambers 
probably reserved for children and guests. 
The resounding step of polished boots and 
the gentle whisper of silk and linen can 
almost be heard while descending again to 
the first floor ballroom. 

Beside the stairway landing, two rotting 
steps suspended over a black hole allow no 
entrance to the cellar. There is no way of 
confirming what might have been stored 
there, but wines and certain food stuffs were 
surely among its contents. 

The plantation kitchen and office may also 
have been located in the cellar if not in 
outbuildings less sturdy than the main house. 
Chance of fire and the certainty of heat 
accumulation were the two main reasons most 
homes of that time had their kitchens in 
separate buildings. As the office was the 
plantation's working nerve center, it had to be 
accessible to all without disturbing guests and 
the formal quarters of the home. 

Coastal plantations were abandoned to 
overseers and slaves around the last of May 
when "night miasmas" or "country fever" 
from the malaria mosquito threatened. 
Planters and their families sought shelter in 
resort towns such as Summerville, 
Plantersville and Pineville . The pines of these 
places were thought to have power over the 
dreaded yellow fever. Others had nearby 
beach front homes which enabled the master 
to visit his crops by day and return to the 
safety of sea breezes before nightfall. 

It was on the seashore, just at an 
inlet where the ocean view was; and, as 
mamma saw the great waves come rolling in, 
she was filled with joy anew. To me it has 
always been intoxicating, that first view each 
year of the waves rolling, rolling; and the 
smell of the sea, and the brilliant blue 
expanse; but then I was born there and it is 
like a renewal of birth. 

My mother enjoyed her life here. It was 
much simpler than that at the plantation, with 
fewer servants, and that she much enjoyed. 
They had breakfast at six o'clock every 
morning, and as soon as breakfast was over, 
papa mounted his horse and rode to Waverly, 
where the boat met him. His horse was put in 
the stable and he rowed to Chicora, went over 
all the crop, the rice-fields first ... . 
Elizabeth W. Allston Pringle, "Chronicles of Chicora Wood". 
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Overleaf :. 
Middleburg Planta tion, circa 1699. 
Built by Benjamin Simons, 
Middleburg is the oldest known 
wooden house s ti II standing in 
South Carolina. A prototype 
of the Charleston single house, 
thi s p lan tation also includes a 
kitchen (top), stables and 
several outbu ildings still 
standing on the property. 

Many planters were also among the 
first to visit famous northern retreats and 
travel to lavish homes in Charleston, 
Georgetown and Beaufort or trips to Europe 
were not uncommon. But with the first killing 
frost the family returned to the plantation. 

All varieties of game were available and 
hunting ranked high on the list of planters' 
favorite pastimes. While ducks, dove, quail 
and turkey were abundant, deer hunting was 
considered the gentleman's sport. 

Hunts were similar to the dog drives of 
today Where the absence of undergrowth 
allowed, hunters mounted on horseback often 
rode with the hounds in the same manner as 
a mounted fox hunter. But most often the 
hunters dismounted and took stands before 
the dogs were turned loose. 

Hunts occasionally became elaborate social 
affairs with ladies accompanying the gentle
men to the stands. Baskets of wine, fruit and 
bread were sent with each couple to ease the 
time spent waiting for a buck. But the usual 
hunt consisted of neighboring planters and 
their guests, while the ladies waited dinner. 

Chi cora Wood Plan tation , before 1819. 
Chicora Wood was built on the Pee Dee River 
by Robert Francis Withers Allston , one of the 
two most famo us rice plan ters and also a 
past governor of South Carolina . H is 
daughter, Elizabeth Waties Allston Pri ngle, 
who in herited the plan tation , plan ted rice and 
produced two books on the rice culture in 
Georgetown County - Chronicles of Chicora 
Wood and A Woman Rice Planter . 
Top right: Little plantation schoolhouse . 

1 woods abound with dee,, the 
hunting of which forms the chief diversion of 
the planters. I never failed to accompany my 
neighbors in their parties, but I cannot say 
that I derived much pleasure from standing 
several hours behind a tree. 

This mode of hunting is, perhaps, not 
generally known. On riding to a convenient 
spot in the woods, the hunters dismount, take 
their stands at a certain distances, hitch their 
horses to a tree, and prepare their guns, -
while a couple of negroes lead the beagles 
into the thickest of the forest. The barking of 
the dogs announces that the deer are dis
lodged, and on whatever side they run, the 
sportsmen fire at them from their lurking 
places. The first day two bucks passed near 
my tree. I had heard the cry of the dogs, and 
put my gun on a whole cock. The first buck 
glided by me with the rapidity of lighting; 
but the second I wounded with my fire, .... 
and in a few minutes, directed by the scent of 
a beagle, we reached the spot where the deer 
had fallen. It was a noble buck, and we dined 
on it like kings . 

After killing half a dozen deer, we assem
bled by appointment at some planter's house, 
whither the mothers, and wives, and 
daughters of the hunters had got before us in 
their carriages. A dinner of venison, killed the 
preceding hunt, smoked before us, the richest 
Madeira sparkled in the glass, and we forgot, 
in our hilarity, there was any other habitation 
for man but that of the woods. 
John Davis, 1798 , "The Plantation South". 
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Arcadia Plantation, circa 1794. A consolidation of more than a half-dozen plantations on the 
Waccamaw Neck, Arcadia Plantation reaches to the ocean and includes Debordieu Beach. 

The mansion and extensive grounds of the present Arcadia are those of Prospect Hill. 



Gravel Hill, circa 1857. Occupied by the Union troops during the 
Civil War, Gravel Hill is a majestic 15 room antebellum. Owned by 
the same family since the 1880's, Gravel Hill is still being farmed. 
Top: Decorative plaster molding. 
Bottom: Solid marble doorknob and keyhole cover. 

1 Christmas season marked the 
high point of social life in the South with 
lavish balls and parties given at the town 
houses. The week of Christmas was 
customarily spent on the plantation with 
everyone joining in the season's spirit. 

Oh, the joy of the Christmas on the 
plantation! We had to have presents for so 
many - fruit and candy and dolls and nuts 
and handkerchiefs and stockings and· 
head-handkerchiefs. Rejoicing and festivities 
everywhere! All busy preparing and selecting 
Christmas presents, and decorating the house 
with holly. Christmas Eve, making egg-nog, 
and going round with little children helping 
them hang up stockings and, later, going 
round with grown-ups and filling stockings. 
Christmas morning very early, "Merry 
Christmas!" echoing all over the house; all the 
house-servants stealing in softly to "ketch 
yu," that is, say the magic words "Merry 
Christmas!" before you did. Then joyful 
sounds, "I ketch yu!" and you must produce 
your gift, whereupon they bring from the 
ample bosom or pocket, as the case may be, 
eggs tied in a handkerchief - two, three, six, 
perhaps a dozen, according to the worldly 
position of the donor. Such jolly, gay, laughing 
visitors, a stream coming all the time. 

Such delicious breakfast-sausage, and 
hogshead cheese, and hominy, and 
buckwheat cakes, and honey and waffles, and 
marmalade, which mamma made from the 
oranges which grew all round the piazza. And 
before we got up from the table, the dancing 
began in the piazza, a fiddle playing the 
gayest jigs, with two heavy sticks knocking to 
mark the time, and a triangle and bones 
rattling in the most exciting syncopated time 
. . . . Oh, it was gay! They never stopped 
from the time they began in the morning, 
except while we were at meals, until ten 
o'clock at night . ... And this went on more 
or less for three days, for not a stroke of work 
was done during the holiday except feeding 
the cattle, pigs, sheep and horses - just three 
days of pure enjoyment and fun. Christmas 
night papa always set off beautiful fireworks 
with Nelson's help. This was a grand 
entertainment for all, white and black. There 
was much feasting at Christmas, for a beef 
and several hogs were always killed and extra 
rations of sugar, coffee, molasses, and flour 
were given out, and great quantities of sweet 
potatoes. Altogether, it was a joyful time. 
Elizabeth W. Allston Pringle, "Chronicles of Chicora Wood". 
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The Columns , circa 1850. A two story antebellum home, The Columns is almost 
completely surrou nded by impressive two story, free-standing columns . 
Elegantly furnished and decorated , this plantation is still being farmed and keeps livestock. 

Overleaf: 
Cedar Grove, circa 1790. A large two story 
house wi th a high gable roof, Cedar Grove features 
a barrel-vaulted cei ling in the center hall which runs 
the full depth of the house. Distinctive hand-painted 
French wallpaper covers the dining room walls . 
Detail of hand-painted wallpaper. 





Horse racing was as popular a sport 
as hunting and races were held throughout 
the state with each participant owning a 
stable of thoroughbreds. These were kept in 
as fine a style as the planters' families, with 
grooms and hands for each horse. Daily 
exercise, whiskey rubdowns and diets of 
specially prepared grains, eggs and whiskey 
insured the animals' peak conditions. Planters 
often paid several thousands dollars for the 
purchase of a good racer. 

Horses also played a major role in 
traditional sports brought from Europe. 
Jousting tournaments showed the planters' 
love of pageantry and their strong associations 
with romantic legends of medieval Europe. 

1 judges' stands were decorated 
with flags, etc. and directly in front of the 
ladies' stand was the ring suspended, it must 
be confessed, from something looking very 
much like a gallows. At last along the winding 
road the "Knights" were seen approaching a 
full speed, the trumpets sounding and as the 
band struck up Yankee Doodle - of all things 
for this anti-yankee state! At last they came 
before the stage, 30 in all, lances glittering and 
flags flying and after some maneuvering the 
steeds were drawn up, lances lowered and the 
ladies saluted . .. . 

After saluting was over the tilting began. 
The object was to carry off the ring on the 
lance, a very difficult matter. Each knight 
came full speed, pointing his lance directly at 
the ring, many throwing it off on the ground 
and many failing entirely. At each attempt the 
trumpet would sound and the Herald and the 
Master of the Horse would announce the title 
of the knight . .. . 

Then came the ceremony of crowning. The 
victorious knight crowned the Queen with a 
wreath of white roses and she in return 
crowned him with a wreath of Laurel ... . 
This over, the Herald in the name of King at 
Arms, the Master of the Horse and himself, 
invited the knights and the company to a 
collation to-which of course all repaired. It 
was by this time three o'clock and the 
collation being very much like supper at a 
ball, was very acceptable. In the evening there 
was a regular ball given by the knights .... 
Emily Wharton Sinkler, 1851 , "The Plantation South". 
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Tombee Plantation , circa 1790. Built in the late Georgian 
style of architecture, this house was constructed 

in a T shape to allow each room window exposure 
on three sides. The frame si ts on a high tabby foundation 

and faces both Station Creek and St. Phillips Island. 
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1s idyllic life was darkened by the 
suffering and sacrifice of Civil War Years. 
Sherman's ghoulish march north from Georgia 
leveled both upcountry and lowcountry 
dwellings. Horses, cattle and hogs were left 
where slaughtered in an effort to starve the 
people into submission. At the end of the 
war, nothing of value was left to the state 
except her people's determination to survive. 

Though Sherman's vengence was swift, 
death's agony endured for many as the 
plantation owners sought to rebuild their 
past. Loss of slave labor made it impossible to 
repair storm-breeched dikes and replant crops 
ruined by tides or the boll weevil. Successful 
attempts at rice planting in the western states 
also helped insure the system's final rest. 

Twentieth century roads allowed prosperous 
men to reclaim many plantation relics as 
hunting grounds and winter retreats. Other 
plantation homes were divided into exclusive 
residential sites or refurbished as museums. 
But the system's opulance would never fully 
be reclaimed. 

While the immorality of slavery must never 
be forgotten, there must also remain a place in 
the heart for the love of chivalry, hospitality, 
learning and the arts that once was the south
ern Camelot. 

Calling owls in the woodland signal coming 
darkness with their melancholy cries. It is 
time to leave the old house as the rising moon 
restores her beauty Even the most unimagi
native can see her glory in that deceiving 
glow. Only the superstitious could believe her 
past might revive with the night. But there is 
the feeling that should a visitor linger until 
dawn's harsh rays only the shell of a once 
great house would remain. 

A special thanks to: Mrs. Wallace Pate, Arcadia Plantation; Alex 
Quattlebaum and Mark Bara, Arundel Plantation; Joe Rainey, 
Brattonsville; Mrs. J. W. Hawk, Cedar Grove Plantation; 
T W. Andrews, Jr., Chicora Wood; George McMillan and May Louise 
Zumwalt, Coffin Point Plantation; Mrs. B. Hicks Harwell, 
The Columns; Dennis Lawson, Drayton Hall Plantation; Dr. Robert 
Lumpkin , Esterville; Mrs. G. W. Tomlin, Fonti Flora; Jim and 
George Bryan, Gravel Hill; Bud Klein, Hampton Plantation; 
Mr. and Mrs. James Maynard, Hopsewee; Al Mozeley, Litchfield 
Plantation; John Gibbs , Middleburg Plantation; Frank Hampton, 
Millwood; Bobby Bruce, Mulberry Plantation; Fred Belk, Rose Hill; 
James Williams , Tombee Plantation; and Mrs. Charles Miller, 
Walnut Grove Plantation . 

Plantation Touro 
Each year several organizations in South 

Carolina coordinate tours of plantations and 
plantation homes which are open to the public . 
The annual tours in the state, which include 
several of the homes photographed for the 
magazine, are listed here. For a small fee , South 
Carolina Wildlife readers can visit these homes 
and others. 

Annual Plantation Tours sponsored by the 
Women of Prince George Winyah Episcopal 
Church (April 7 and 8, 1978). For further 
information, write Mrs . William D. Bourne, 530 
Prince Street, Georgetown, S. C. 29440. 

Abbeville Home Tours sponsored by the 
Abbeville County Historic Preservation 
Commission (winter). For further information, 
write Mrs. Margaret Bowie, 313 Greenville 
Street, Abbeville, S. C. 29620. 

Beaufort Homes and Plantations Tours. Town 
Tour sponsored by the Historic Beaufort 
Foundation (March 16, 1978). Candlelight and 
Plantations Tours sponsored by the St. Helena 
Episcopal Church Women (March 17 and 18, 
1978) . For further information on both tours, 
write Mrs. Henrietta Smith, P. 0 . Box 11, 
Beaufort, S. C. 29902. 

Christmas Open House at Rose Hill 
sponsored by the Fairforest Chapter of DAR 
(December 10 and 11, 1977). For further 
information , write Rose Hill State Park, Sardis 
Road , Route 2, Union, S. C. 29379. 

Edgefield Home Tours sponsored by the 
Women's League of Edgefield County Historical 
Society (spring). For further information, write 
Mrs. J. W. Hawk, RFD #1, Box 1806, Edgefield, 
S. C. 29824. 

Laurens Candlelight Home Tours sponsored 
by the Laurens County Art Council (winter). 
For further information , write Mrs. Charles 
Allen , 101 Arrowhead Lane, Laurens, S. C. 
29360. 

St. Thaddeus Home and Garden Tour 
sponsored by the St. Thaddeus Episcopal 
Church (April 2 and 3, 1978). For further 
information, write St. Thaddeus Episcopal 
Church, P. G . Box 623, Aiken, S. C. 29801. 

For further information on other tours in the 
state, contact local Chambers of Commerce, 
historical societies, and women's civic clubs 
and church groups. 
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by Bob Campbell 
photographs by Phillip Jones 
and Billy DuRant 
graphics by Deborah Poss 

8:00 a.m.: Mile 175; 0 miles from 
Columbia, Congaree Landing, 
30 gallons of fuel on board 

Threatening clouds and a light ground fog promise a 
wet trip as we ease the boats into the mainstream of the 
dingy Congaree River at Columbia. Our destination is 
Charleston, two days and 175 river miles away 

The landing is hard to find, steep, muddy and other
wise badly maintained. Takes a good boatman to get a 
boat into the river here. But it's the only available public 
landing going if you want to begin your trip at Columbia 
as the next available access point is about 50 miles down 
river at the U.S. 601 bridge landing. 

Our party of four tag-alongs, plus a 12-year-old boy 
and a seasoned riverman, is piled into two boats for the 
long trip. Both 16-foot run-abouts are loaded to the gun
nels with provisions, camping gear and enough gasoline 
to get us to the nearest fuel stop, 60 miles down river. 

For myself and three others of the party (photog
raphers Billy DuRant, Phillip Jones and Sonny Baines) it 
is our first trip to Charleston by river. Our guide, how
ever, is experienced as is his son Tommy who is being 
taught the river's navigation by his father. 

Our riverman guide is Carl Simpson, a Columbian 
with a passion for the Congaree River that is exceeded 
only by his knowledge of it. He is talkative, knowledge
able and knows the tricks of the current. He knows the 
Congaree, its moods, dynamics, history and lore. 

Before our return we will have explored the gut of the 
state, the Santee-Cooper drainage, which our guide calls 
an under used recreational corridor, that is at least in its 
upper reaches where the Congaree stretches east. 
Simpson points out that the Congaree was the state's 
first official named scenic river under the South Carolina 
Scenic Rivers Act of 1974. 

During the cruise we will have caught bream from 
beds under the trees of the northern shore of Persanti 
Island where we camped; picked our way along the Lake 
Marion Channel; scooted across the expanse of Lake 
Moultrie; passed through the Pinopolis Locks into the 
Cooper River for the final shot to Charleston; enjoyed a 
heaping plate of fried catfish and hush puppies for lunch 
at the Dock Restaurant on the Tailrace Canal; and arrived 



Marker 109, the first to guide you 
fhrough the Santee-Cooper Lakes . 
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at the Charleston Municipal Marina right on schedule 
late in the afternoon of the second day. 

But for now the forbidding weather offers no expecta
tions for a successful trip. As we head slowly down river 
striped bass fishermen anchored in the current appear 
ghost-like through the fog then fade as we pass. We 
watched carefully for floating debris which could damage 
the boat. Our life jackets or personal flotation devices 
(PFDs) are handy. 

Running rivers is different than boating in large reser
voirs where obstructions are few and usually marked and 
there is no current to negotiate. Cruising rivers requires a 
sharp eye, an attentive mind and a knowledge of the 
ways of flowing water. 

"Think like water," comes the advice of our riverman 
guide. "Run like the water runs ." 

"How does the water run?" someone asks. 
"Downhill," is the reply with a laugh. 
"To run a river," Simpson adds, "all you have to do is 

to think like water and just go where the water goes." 
Sounds simple enough. But sometimes, we point out, 

it's a bit difficult to determine just where the water is 
going without a practiced eye. Carl replies that with a 
little caution, common sense and respect for the river, the 
Congaree can be navigated easily by any experienced 
boatman even if the experience wasn't gained through 
river running. 

He proved this to us by turning the piloting over to his 
son Tommy while we sat back and took in the sights. At 
a young age, Tommy is already a novice riverman and he 
proved an able pilot. 

The Congaree is the fisherman's river and we pass 
among their boats sitting like buoys on a foggy sea. 
Their lines are stretched tight behind the small boats as 
they wait for the strike of a striped bass. 

The Congaree is famous for the annual spring spawn
ing run of the nationally-known landlocked striped bass 
which migrate up the river from the Santee-Cooper 
Lakes. Large specimens are commonly caught, some 

within sight of the state capitol at the river 's headwaters. 
Record-size catfish also come out of the Congaree. 

Flatheads and blues may someday reach 100 pounds, 
double their current average sizes as now reported by 
fishermen. At 42 pounds, the South Carolina state record 
flathead catfish was caught from the Congaree in 1974. 

Once past the fishermen, we increase our speed, begin 
to get the feel of the river and settle down for the morn
ing ride. We hope to be in the Santee in time for lunch . 
The weather is our only worry. 

Later, downriver as we approach a sandbar, the 
weather has cleared and fair weather stays with us for 
the remainder of the trip. We celebrate the weather break 
by taking a break ourselves on the convenient sandbar. 

Photographer DuRant, not able to resist an opportu
nity to wet a line, tosses his bait into the slow eddy be
tween the two boats. The rest of us lie on the cool sand, 
our faces up toward the warm sun. Soon Billy pulls out a 
small channel catfish while we applaud his success. 

Billy returns his fish to the river. "Too small, " he smiles 
around his cigar, and suggests we get the show on the 
road. We leave the sandbar, the largest and one of the 
few we found during the trip . During periods of lower 
water, Carl mentioned that there's a bar at nearly every 
river bend. Today the water's too high to find many. 

As we cruised the current from Columbia we passed 
several interesting natural formations which Carl called 
"Tuscaloosa Sand Deposits." These rise above the river 
on its eastern side forming high bluffs, several of which 
rise well over 100 feet above the water. 

On the left is a spectacular continuous river flood plain 
forest that extends from just below Columbia almost to 
the Highway 601 bridge. The most famous area here is 
the Beidler lract which begins about 30 river miles east 
of Columbia. This large and unique site will soon be
come South Carolina's first national monument under 
the National Park Service. 

Carl points out that the trees are noticeably taller in 
this tract, a fact that denotes the significance the park 

A lunch companion, not 
_impressed w ith our presence. 

service puts on the 15,000-acre tract. Many state and na
tional champion trees have been documented. 

As we cruise along, everything runs smoothly in 
Tommy's capable hands and Carl relates some interesting 
facts about the river. The Congaree drains 51,000 square 
miles of South and North Carolina; it is 150 million years 
old and drops an average of eight tenths of a foot every 
mile. The river is about 50 miles long and is formed by 
the convergence of the Broad and Saluda Rivers at Co
lumbia. The Congaree and the Wateree Rivers merge just 
below the bridge at U.S. 601 and form the Santee. 

Carl also elaborates on how to run the river safely: 
"In any unfamiliar water," he says, "whether it be lake, 

river or ocean, a man should operate his boat within the 
limits of his knowledge and ability and the capability of 
h is equipment. Dangers are measured by a person's expe
rience. 'The Congaree is no more or less dangerous than 
other rivers. 

For the cruise to Charleston, he advises, "Take plenty 
of time. Hurrying leads to carelessness and the trip easily 
can be made in two days. Along the isolated Congaree, a 
mishap could result in a long wait for help . . . it could 
be agonizing. 

"While running, watch carefully for snags and obstruc
tions. The river is famous for tearing up boats and 
motors. Run about a quarter distance off the 'nip' side of 
the river. This is the outside of the curves where the 
deeper water is found . Stay well away from the 'slip 
slope' or the inside where the sandbars collect. The water 
is shallowest here. Take this course," the riverman said, 
"and you'll be in the safest, most navigable area." 

12:00 noon: Mile 124; 51 miles from 
Columbia, Highway 601 
Bridge; Lunch 

Just beyond the bridge we stop for lunch and share a 
small beach with a large water snake that seems unim
pressed with our presence. Here we also discover the 
Santee Swamp mosquitoes which makes us realize that 

we are moving into a changing landscape. From here on 
the river flows through flat, swampy country. 

Under the 601 bridge, which is a prominent landmark 
on the journey down the river, is a landing used by 
fishermen . They mostly run down river into the Santee 
Swamp where excellent fishing is found . Once beyond 
the bridge the river traffic picks up noticeably. 

Not far below the bridge we enter the Santee River. On 
the left is the Santee Swamp, a part of the upper reaches 
of Lake Marion, the upper lake of the famous Santee
Cooper complex. While much of the Lake Marion swamp 
was created by flooding when the lake was established in 
the early forties , Carl tells us that the Santee Swamp is a 
true cypress swamp. It had standing water before the 
lake was flooded years ago. 

About 10 miles down the Santee, the Atlantic Coastline 
Railroad trestle crosses. This is the first refueling on a trip 
from Columbia. Turning left at the trestle on the east side 
will take you to Packs Landing. Turning right just past the 
trestle on the west side will take you to Low Falls Landing. 
Both have gasoline, oil and provisions. 

2:00 p.m.: Mile 104; 71 miles from 
Columbia, Marker 109 

About 10 miles down river from the trestle we watch 
for a channel marker, the first of a series of upright creo
soted poles numbered in series that will carry us through 
the two lakes along the old river channel. The first is 
numbered 109 and it appears suddenly in mid-river be
fore you realize you are leaving the confines of the river 
for the openness of the lake. 

Off the right of our bow from Marker 109, Santee State 
Park is visible about two miles farther down the channel. 
Camping is available here as well as fuel and other pro
visions. Dockside cabins are also available, but reserva
tions for a cabin must be made well in advance. The 

park superintendant may be reached at 1- 803-854-2167. 
Since the park won' t accept credit cards for gasoline, 

we run around the bend to Popular Creek Landing. Here 
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we found fuel with a credit card and friendly accom- • 
modating folks . While Billy and Carl pumped gas into 
our rag-tag collection of assorted tanks, the rest of us 
took it easy. We watched the swimmers and boaters in 
the small quiet cove. The setting was so appealing we 
delayed our departure. But finally we had to find a 
campsite for the night if we intended to do any serious 
fishing before nightfall. 

3:15 p.m.: Persanti Island, 
Camp for the night 

Across the channel from Santee State Park, Persanti Is
land looks more mainland than island. It is surrounded 
by flooded timber which you have to cruise with care. 
We went around the island to the eastern side where Carl 
found a site he had in mind for camping. Several likely
looking campsites were passed before Carl directed us 
through the standing trees which grow out from the up
land slope. 

While the rest of us began unloading the boats or 
exploring the site, Billy and Sonny immediately began 
fishing. Billy soon held up a hand-size bream caught 
from among the moss-draped saplings. For several yards 
out from the shore, the flooded trees provided ideal 
bream fishing territory Billy could hardly overlook. 

We pitched three tents on high ground about 50 yards 
from the boats in a clearing which provided an ideal set
ting for a camp of wayward river travellers, weary from 
such a tough day of navigating. The rest of the afternoon 
and evening we spent fishing, exploring the island, chas
ing a rat snake which luckily we didn't catch, cooking 
supper and telling lies. 

Having gone to bed early we woke the next morning 
to witness a spectacular sunrise from Persanti Island. 
From a clear sky, the sunlight filtered softly through the 
standing timber silhouetting it in an abstract of upright 
lines and irregular forms . The water was ablaze with the 
wash of the rising sun. 

Breakfast was taken care of quickly, camp broken and 
the boats loaded. Before we left Persanti we discussed 
the trip of the previous day and what we could anticipate 
today. Carl sorted his notes as we sipped coffee. 

Carl's boat is a 16-footer which he describes as "a 
heavy, large wide boat. " It is pushed by a 115 horse
power outboard. And it was loaded down with four 
persons and camping gear for six, plus gas cans. Consid
ering what we were pushing, Carl said, "This is about 
the most fuel anyone can expect to bum on a trip like 
this. " He calculated that we were averaging 3.3 miles to 
the gallon. 

We studied his maps planning the day's journey. The 
most handy map we found for the trip is the Fish-Hunt 
map available for two dollars at many boat and tackle 
shops around the Columbia and Santee-Cooper areas. 
Carl describes it as "adequate" and although the map 
states that it is not intended as a navigational chart, it 
does cover the entire route from Columbia to Charleston 
and is very informative for the boater. 

"Locking through," an experience you won' t soon forget. 
Charleston and the great expanse of the Cooper River Bridge. 



.. , Once in the Charleston Harbor area Carl strongly rec
ommends the National Ocean survey navigational maps. 
Most people believe the harbor is a wide, deep pool of 
water with no hazards to worry about. "It's not," he al
lows. "The harbor has definite channels and definite shal
low spots. It's a good place to get in a lot of difficulty." 

Carl also told us that he highly recommended that 
anyone embarking on this trip , or any other by boat, 
leave a "float plan" with a responsible person. This plan 
should include the names of all persons on the trip, the 
size of the boat, departure and arrival times, destination, 
equipment on board, phone numbers for emergencies, 
authorities to contact in case you don't show up on 
schedule and other pertinent information about the trip . 

9:00 a.m.:Mile 100; 75 miles from 
Columbia, Leave Persanti Island 

From Persanti we follow the channel markers reli
giously although they seem to take us on a meandering 
route. The old river bed wasn't laid out for the conveni
ence of boaters, but it is wise to follow the markers . 
Taking shortcuts through submerged stumps and the 
stickups could result in problems. 

We soon pass under the U.S. 301 Highway and In
terstate 95 bridges at Santee and move steadily into 
timber free water. Our rate of speed increases as we 
cruise down the Lake Marion shoreline. 

The channel markers carry us past the Lake Marion 
Dam and spillway and into the seven and a half mile 
Diversion Canal which connects the two Santee-Cooper 
Lakes. We wonder what kind of experience we can ex
pect at the Pinopolis Locks which we must pass through 
before entering the Cooper River and the final shot to 
Charleston. But first we must cross Lake Moultrie. 

Coming into Lake Moultrie from the Diversion Canal 
is very much like cruising out of a sheltered coastal 
channel into the open ocean. We pick out marker 13 
which begins our 12-mile cruise across the vast expanse 
of the lower lake and pick up speed. 

Though we've been blessed with excellent weather 
since mid-morning of the previous day, Carl tells us the 
weather situation in the Santee-Cooper lakes can be criti
cal. He slaps his hands together saying "The weather on 
this lake can change just that fast. Wind is the main prob
lem," he adds ., "Keep your weather eye out at all times ." 

Before entering the Pinopolis Lock we check out fuel , 
because once we leave Santee-Cooper there is no fuel 
stop between the Dock Restaurant just below the lock on 
the Tailrace Canal and Charleston 50 miles down the 
Cooper River. 

12:00 noon: Mile 50; 125 miles from 
Columbia, Pinopolis Lock 

Pinopolis Lock is located almost in the center of the 
long, low Lake Moultrie Dam and the channel markers 
will carry you right to it. It's a straight shot across the 
lake once you leave the Diversion Canal. 

At the lock we pull up beside the large bulwark and tie 
on to the cleat of the ladder. At the top , a telephone en
closed in a metal box contains instructions on how to call 
the lock master. 

The lock master gave us instructions on "locking 
through." Wearing PFDs is required and no smoking is 

permitted while in the locks. You will be shown where to 
tie up to a floating metal buoy that is contained in a 
chute which will secure your boat to the concrete bulk
head of the lock. Our two boats were tied side by side 
for the descending trip through the lock. 

Going down, down, down slowly six million gallons of 
water are purged from the lock. It's somewhat like a 
slow-motion descent into a controlled maelstrom, not as 
in Edgar Allen Poe's famous story, but with similarities. 
It's like riding out a draining sink, only the swirl at the 
drain is missing, 

We were cautioned not to proceed until the giant doors 
of the lock were completely opened and locked. On cue 
we untied the boats and slowly moved through the mas
sive doors amidst squawking gulls and bright sun to 
enter the Tailrace Canal. ,. 

A short way from the lock, we stopped at the Dock 
Restaurant and lingered over a heaping plate of fried cat
fish, hush puppies and slaw. 

From there, it is a lonesome 50 miles to Charleston 
along scenic rice fields and open landscape. The route is 
winding and at one point, called the "Tee" where the 
East Branch of the Cooper River meets the river proper, 
there can be confusion as to the right direction. "If you 
head toward the industrialization," observed Carl, 
"you're headed for Charleston. " 

Once in the area of the Charleston Naval Station, you 
know you qre approaching Charleston Harbor, but you'll 
run by the large war ships for sometime before recogniz
ing the harbor itself. 

Having been a Navy man, Phillip Jones, who had con
scientiously recorded the trip photographically, named 
the types of ships we were seeing. Most were destroyers 
and destroyer escorts. 

We were now in tidal waters and the status of the 
flooding or ebbing tide became a consideration. Outgo
ing tide could leave you stranded on a sandbar on the 
opposite shore from the military area. 

Carl cautioned about approaching too closely to large 
vessels, especially submarines underway. "The sub
marine is a lot larger underwater, than it appears on the 
surface, like an iceberg. Stay away from the naval piers, 
from larger vessels and stay strictly to the channel in this 
area," Carl advised. 

4:45 p.m.: Mile 0; 175 miles from 
Columbia, Charleston 
Municipal Yacht Basin 

Passing under the impressive double-span Cooper 
River Bridge puts you into the harbor proper. While in 
Charleston there is much to see if you have the time. 

Passing in front of the Charleston Battery and the 
stately old homes which front it, we turned up the 
Ashley River toward the yacht basin. We stay well away 
from the battery because the water is surprisingly shal
low there, about four feet or less. 

Two cars and trailers were waiting for us at the yacht 
basin about a mile up the Ashley River from the battery. 
The cars had been brought to Charleston earlier that day 
by department photographers who were on an assign
ment in the area. 

By 2000 hours we were home. 
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The 
Smoothbore Syndrome 

by Art Carter 

Nostalgia items or priceless heirloom, your old shotgun is worth only what someone zs 
willing to pay for it . 

W
hat h orrible malady could 
induce a steadfas t fa mily 
man to schem e up incredi
bly involved stories to te ll 

his wife, to sneak odd-shaped pack
ages into th e house, or leer w ith pos
sessed eyes at hi s kid's piggy bank? 

Certa in unfor tunate souls among us 
are affli cted with this relatively incur
able and constantly escala ting di sease. 
With an ever worsening strain o n 
health , bank accounts, m arriages and 
general sa nity, we are so me tim es 
doomed for life. This terrible curse is a 
pass io n fo r bu ying, sell ing, swa pping 
and ow ning guns, especiaily shotgu ns. 

The sho tgun is the m ost hi ghly 
sought after, argued over and li !:'d 
about of all firearms . They are trnly the 
gun fo r a ll seasons, rnnning th e ga m
bit from inexpensive single barrels to 
lovely trim- waisted do uble barre led 
bird gun s. Shotguns can cos t less th an 
a new sport jacket or more than a m id
dle class home in suburbia com ple te 
wi th a two-car ga rage. 

Afte r awhile one starts to wonder 
what tha t old blunderbuss in the closet 

is worth . Th e value of any gun is rela
ti ve , as it depends upon many differ
ent conditions. But all who buy, sell , 
trade or collect firearms agree that a 
gun is worth what someone is willing 
to pay fo r it. 

Selling a gun can go several ways . 
The choices t, rarest of shotguns is not 
the treasure you were sure it would be 
if you can ' t find someone willing to 
press greenbacks into your palm for it. 
But a particular gun tha t is a nice 
sp·ecimen of a certain make and gauge 
might have so meone begging to pay 
top dollar for it because it is needed to 
complete a collection or it is hard to 
find in the buyer's area. 

· Consulting several knowledgeable 
gun dealers is one of the best ways to 
de termine what a sho tgun is worth . At 
least three or fo u r reputable dealers 
should be contacted and the decision 
as to the gun 's worth should then be 
made on what you hea r fro m all of 
them . Remember tha t gun dealers are 
businessm en and are in the trade to 
make a profi t. To de termine the worth 
of a rela tively ra re vi ntage sho tgun 
such as a high grade Parker, L. C. 

Smith or Fox, try to find dealers who 
specia lize in or are highly knowledge
able of such guns. Even if you have to 
trave l to the o ther end of the state, it 
will pay to consult someone who is an 
expert on the type of gun you own . 

Shotgun buying and selling can be 
ex tremely speciali zed because of the 
multitude of different models, grades 
and ga uges tha t were made by the 
manufac turers. Som etimes two guns 
might appear identical, but because 
one has three screws instead of two or 
a straight stock instead of a pistol grip , 
o ne gun migh t be worth hundred s of 
dolla rs more than the other. Research
ing ca talogs and consulting wi th ex
perts a re almost the only ways to fi nd 
out what your gun mi gh t be worth . 

A gun 's ra rity is one of the fac tors 
tha t de termines what it is worth . 
Ques ti ons to answer are: H ow many 
of tha t particular model w ere made 
and how old is the gun? The longer a 
fi rea rm is out of manufacture, the 
more guns like it are lost to the na tural 
attrition of abuse and neglect. Thi s 
makes a fin e example of tha t particular 
model ra rer by the day. A sho tgun 's 
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gauge also has a great deal to do with 
its rarity. Years ago, demand for smal
ler gauges was relatively low. Gun 
companies produced far less 20 gauges 
than they did 12 or 16 gauges. 

During our grandfathers' era, shot
guns were used for taking larger 
amounts of game than the bag limits of 
today allow. The general feeling was 
that the bigger the hole at the end of 
the barrel the better the gun for hunt
ing. If a man shot a 20 or 28 gauge he 
was looked upon with a suspicious 
eye by the boys around the stove at the 
general store. Because of this attitude, 
a 20 gauge of the most desirable com
panies will now bring at least 50 per
cent more than the duplicate gun in a 
12 gauge. In a 28 gauge or a .410, the 
sky is the limit . Also the smaller 
gauges are trimmer, more graceful 
looking creations which cause collec
tors to go into wild gyrations at the 
mere thought of owning them. 

Other features that control a gun's 
rarity are barrel length, whether it has 
a vent rib or not , if it is a skeet or trap 
model , has special or unusual engrav
ing and so on. 

Demand has a great deal to do with 
the value of a particular gun. This is 
the controlling factor on what the final 
price will be . Geographical location 
plays an important part in this because 
of gun market fluctuations. It would 
be easier for a high grade shotgun sel
ling in the thousands of dollars to be 
sold quickly in such places as New 
York or Los Angeles than in a small 
town in the south or midwest. The 
more densely populated metropolitan 
areas would have a larger amount of 
people with the cash for a super ex
pensive shotgun. 

Also, geographical location has a lot 
to do with what type of gun will bring 
top dollar. Traditionally the south with 
it's great bird hunting has a tremend
ous market for very fine classic double 
barreled "bird guns." On many of the 
plantations it is even considered a 
breach of etiquette to show up for a 
hunt with anything other than a dou
ble barrel of reputable making . Hence 
one sees many Winchester 21's, Par
kers, L. C. Smith's, Purdey's, etc. car
ried by well-heeled sportsmen in the 
south. This helps keep the prices of 
such guns at a premium and it is 
largely because of tradition. For the 
same reason, certain high powered 
rifles and Colt 45's almost always bring 
top value in th e western pc1rt of th e 
country as the traditions of that area 
place high value on such guns . 
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Another phenomenon connected 
with the demand for certain guns is 
that they are considered "classics." 
This keeps the price up. The Winches
ter model 12 pumpgun is a good exam
ple. It was discontinued in the early 
1960's when it sold for slightly over 100 
dollars . The model 12 had always en
joyed a reputation as a good reliable 
field gun with no frills. Since its dis
continuance, prices for the model 12 
have soared to the extent that a person 
looking for an excellent condition 
model 12 today had better be willing to 
pay from $300 to $450. 

Anyone selling or buying guns must 
be well acquainted with how its condi
tion affects its value. Historically gun 
dealers and collectors have relied on 
the National Rifle Association's Amer
ican Rifleman for descriptions of a 
firearm 's conditions. Unused guns are 
described as: NEW - not previously 
sold at retail, in same condition as cur
rent factory production; NEW
DISCONTINUED - Same as NEW, 
but a discontinued model. Definitions 
of used or second-hand guns are: 
PERFECT - in new condition in every 
respect; EXCELLENT - new condi
tion, used but little, no noticeable 
marring of wood or metal, bluing per
fect (except at muzzle or sharp areas); 
VERY GOOD - in perfect working 
condition, no appreciable wear on 
working surfaces, no corrosion or pit
ting, only minor surface dents or 
scratches; GOOD - in safe working 
condition, minor wear on working 
surfaces , no broken parts, no corro
sion or pitting that will interfere with 
proper functioning; FAIR - in safe 
working condition, but well worn, 
perhaps requiring replacement of 
minor parts or adjustments which 
should be indicated, no rust, but may 
have corrosion pits which do not 
render gun unsafe or inoperable. 

Another set of standards apply to 
antique guns (including vintage shot
guns): FACTORY NEW -100% origi
nal finish and parts, everything per
fect; EXCELLENT - all parts and 80 to 
100% finish original, all letters, num
erals, design sharp, unmarred wood, 
fine bore; FINE - all parts and over 
30% finish original, all letters, numer
als, designs sharp, only minor wood 
marks, good bore; VERY GOOD - up 
to 30% original finish , all original 
parts, metal surfaces smooth, with all 
edges sharp, clear letters, numerals, 
design , wood slightly scratched or 
bruised, bore on collector items disre
garded; GOOD - only minor 

replacement parts, metal smoothly 
rusted or lightly pitted in places, 
cleaned or reblued, principal letters , 
numerals, designs legible, wood re
finished , scratched, bruised or with 
minor cracks repaired, mechanism in 
good working order; FAIR - some 
major parts replaced, minor replace
ments , metal may be lightly pitted all 
over, vigorously cleaned or reblued, 
edges partly rounded, wood 
scratched, bruised, cracked or re
paired, mechanism in working order. 

Top retail prices in most areas will be 
for used guns considered NRA EX
CELLENT. A gun in NRA GOOD con
dition will probably command about 
60% of the top price. Used guns of 
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current ,.manufacture will generally, 
depending on who is doing the buy
ing and selling, be worth dealers 
wholesale or slightly less if they are in 
excellent or better shape. 

When dealing with someone, either 
a gun dealer or an individual, whether 
buying or selling, remember that a 
gun cannot be about EXCELLENT or a 
lit tle less than VERY GOOD . If some
thing about the gun puts it in a lower 
classification then that is where the 
entire condition of the gun is placed. 

Two markets which determine what 
a sho tgun will be worth and to whom 
it will be worth the most are the collec
tor and the shooter-hunter. The collec
tor is usually a purist as to what he will 

Retail Shotgun Values 
All prices are retail approximations Merkel 
only, for shotguns in excellent Over and under 500-5000 

condition. Prices may vary depending 

somewhat due to demand differences on grade 

in certain geographical areas. Parker 
Trojan 500-700 

Browning VHE 750-1200 

Auto-5 225-300 CHE (20 gauges 1500-1700 

Superposed g~~ 50% extra) 1800-2000 

Standard grade 600-700 2000-2500 

Pigeon grade 1000-1200 BHE 3000-3500 

Diana grade 1200-1500 AHE ? asking price 

Midas grade 1700-2500 AAHE ? asking price 
Al special ? asking price 

AH Fox 
Sterlingworth 200-400 

·! 
Purdey 

A grade 425-625 Double barrel 5000-10,000 
AE grade 500-700 
CE grade 750-1100 

I XE grade 1200-1500 Remington 
(savage) Model B 120-175 870 Pump 100-200 

1100 Auto 150-250 
32 Over under 

Ithaca 
500-1000 

Field 200-350 
4-E 750-850 L. C. Smith 
5-E 1500-1750 Field 275-450 
7-E 3000-5000 Ideal 500-800 
37 Pump 75-250 Specialty 1000-1750 

Crown 1500-2500 

Lefever ! 
Monogram ? asking price 

Nitro special double 200-300 
Premier ? asking price 

Winchester 
Marlin I Model 12 pump 250-450 

Model 90 over under 250-350 Model 21 double 1000-8000 

be willing to acquire and what he will 
pay for it. The key word to a collector of 
firearms is original. Nothing on the 
gun can be altered from the way it left 
the factory. Refinishing the stock, re
bluing the barrels and so forth ruins 
the value of the gun to a collector. This 
even encompasses adding a recoil 
pad. Also the better the condition of a 
gun the more valuable it is to the col
lector. He would usually rather have 
one gun in excellent shape than five 
just like it that are mediocre. 

The shooter-hunter market for used 
shotguns is entirely different. In this 
case a gun is desired if it is in good 
shooting shape and looks as good as 
possible. This has created, in the past 
few years, a phenomenon that gives 
the die-hard collector fits of hysteria. 
Many fine high grade classic shotguns 
are being refinished, reblued, re
casehardened and even restocked. 
There is a market for such guns across 
the country. As the population ex
pands and more and more guns are 
taken out of circulation by collectors, 
good examples of the better known 
shotguns become harder for the aver
age sportsman to acquire. Collectors 
find it hard to accept that in many 
areas good refinished shotguns are br
inging nearly the same price as very 
good to excellent original guns. Most 
collectors will not admit it but this has 
been good for them as well as for the 
average hunter. The guy who wants to 
shoot his game with a new looking 
vintage shotgun gets what he desires 
and at the same time drives up the 
value of guns in the hands of 
collectors. 

As each additional classic gun is re
finished, the original guns in fine 
condition become rarer. Thus, the 
lucky few who own classic guns in like 
new original shape possess items that 
will in a few years be worth astronom
ical sums. For those contemplating 
having vintage guns refinished, be 
advised that if the shotgun you own is 
in NRA very good or better condition, 
it 's value in the years to come will be 
higher if left as original as possible . If a 
gun is to be refinished, the work 
should be done properly by a highly 
skilled, specialized craftsman. Very 
few gunsmiths are capable of these 
exacting methods, so much searching 
should be done before selecting some
one to work on a valuable classic shot
gun. 

When buying or selling an older 
shotgun several things may take away 
drastically from the value of the gun . 

Especially on double barrel shotguns 
look for cut off barrels. Years ago, be
fore modern shotshells with plastic 
protective shotwads, the majority of 
doubles were made with longer bar
rels and modified and full chokes. As 
hunters found that wider patterns 
meant more birds, they cut off the 
choked portion (about 2 inches) of 
their shotgun barrels . If the two bar
rels do not almost touch each other 
then they probably have been cut, 
significantly hurting the gun's value. 
Other things to look for are buggered 
up screws, indicating extensive inter
ior work may have been done to the 
gun. Also a little research to learn fac
tory original bluing, and the original 
stock and checkering pattern will ena
ble you to tell if the gun had been 
restocked . Things like added recoil 
pads and bulged barrels lower a gun's 
worth as an original piece. 

As inflation takes an ever
increasing portion of our hard earned 
money, gun fanciers have learned that 
fine shotguns and other rare firearms 
are a fantastic investment. Over the 
past few years money put into guns 
has been extremely well spent. In 
some cases incredible increases in 
value, sometimes more than a 
thousand percent have been seen. 
Some isolated instances may reveal 
much greater increases. It is an estab
lished fact that some guns such as the 
Parker double barreled shotguns, reli
ably go up 15 to 20% in value per year, 
which is better than money in the 
bank. One of the best examples is the 
Browning Superposed over and under 
shotgun. One of these guns bought 10 
years ago and hunted with since that 
time is still worth two to three times its 
original price. English shotguns, due 
to economic reasons, cost many times 
what they did a few years ago, with a 
four or five year wait to get one. 

With today's trends in gun values as 
they are , those of us beset by that old 
shotgun fanatic's disease of always 
clamoring for a new gun are apt to be 
dreamers . We all keep hoping to find a 
high grade Parker in a general store 
somewhere, new in the box with the 
original price on it. Perhaps the most 
incredible dream of all is that an aunt, 
whom we hardly know, calls to tell us 
that an uncle, of whom we never 
heard, has left us his old shotgun. She 
tells us that she doesn 't know if the old 
gun is any good, but believes her hus
band picked it up on a trip to England 
years ago and that the name PURDEY 
is stamped on the barrel. 
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" When I first started hunting with Guests with sporting etiquette at 
the old man, he taught me an un- a dove shoot do not bring ANY un-
written rule among quail hunters ," invited guests unless they're 
my friend recalled during the given permission to do this . 
interview. "On a covey rise Under no circumstances do 
after w e finished shooting, they shoot over the limit 
h e asked me how many nor do they leave their 
birds he killed. I told him , assigned stands in the 
and he scolded me strongly field unless they're re-
for knowing .. He said that assigned to a potentially 
if I had been shooting the better spot by the host. 
bobwhites on m y side of They always leave the 
the covey, I wouldn' t have field with their birds 
known how many he got ." when the limit is attained 

This example of etiquette \ '<>-" 1 . _ ___ _ , '11 ; sothatthehostcanmove 
among sportsmen was ::v~ 1 , t ..1f:.r.:~-;__-~_~~-~ jh., __ ~nother hunter to the si:ot 

Pointed out years ago when •i l 1,,,,c17 ~ 1 /:.~7:::_~ ·- '::·.., . 
1
._ I~~ 1f desired .Also , they pick 

-1\ 'I • .~-=--:,;,.~ ~ =• -,,; 
I interviewed a friend .-_ u!hc:-.-- ;:i!!t_~;_,,.,.F.,_5:.-f_-t_:--:.:; · I. ,;~ up their empty shells , shell 

' ·1(~~/.fl'-, _.---- --» - ., ~ l:ll!llt-t.i.'0,7t ~ b about his memories of an ;-a;::,~/lt1~-I:(; ... 0 - ~~~~.:;-.. .:.;---:...- -.:.> __ 
1 

oxes and any empty cans. 
old-time hunter and fisher- ::~Y, -~\~),-;;- ~ .... -.;.. .. ,_:-/;$',::iq- ~- · -- ~-;;vi A common mistake among 

. · --~ ....:·"',!IJ,: ~~--h-:?)J:': " - -· - ··# h f d h . h . 
man who had died . . -:", •~.,; ~:r,~-~ _· --~~-:_::~-=-~t=> _:_i..\~ -~ osts or ove s oots 1st e1r 

When I see etiquette (defmed =\,l'!:- ,;; .. ~- -~.. -~-;.a.~,;_->~- D~- failure to move hunters from 
\~~ ,:....~~~ .. ~ ... :-)~ ~'''.:.~ . as "what is suitable, proper, in ~~ --~1-lt~~-~--~--K'::;o~..,._~_~' .✓. -~_., ~~ poor or med10cre stands to 

__,,_ --~~,. t1 ~~)."oP~~p~ Q.'/, ~~t ~l 

good taste") lacking among some "=:::-=t ·:,.~~ , ~~~ 1;~~~~~1 the hot~pots after th_e ~uccessful 
hunters and fish ermen, I often ~~\: ~~11\~t~~--~-::::._;r shooters fill out their hm1ts. 
wonder how many who go afield - ~ ,,-,.~,- If a dove is within range but headed 
really know these unwritten but strongly across the field, etiquette requires that you pass 
adhered to practices followed by the truly gentleman up the bird and give the other hunter the shot at the 
sportsmen. Where the latter differ from those who incomer. Because of the danger involved, it' s always in 
exhibit poor field manners is in the use of good, com- poor taste to shoot at a low-flying bird even if others 

•' mon sense. Seemingly much more is emphasized con- across the field are 100 or more yards away. 
cerning how an invited guest should conduct himself To drink or not to drink alcoholic beverages is a 
in the home of another than is stressed about the ap- personal decision. Some hosts serve beer to their 
propriate behavior of a hunting or fishing guest. guests in the fi eld at dove shoots, whereas others for-

Many a former guest at a farm pond loaded with bid any booze to be taken to the stands. Any excessive 
bream or a dove field with an abundance of birds has drinking during a dove shoot becomes EVERYONE'S 
been' dropped from the host's mental list because of the business because the safety of all is involved. 
lack of etiquette shown. To the contrary, numerous At a dove shoot I attended years ago , the host acted 
invit~tions have been declined with various excuses in poor taste by permitting one of his friends to con-
given because of past failures by the hosts to act in good tinue drinking and get very drunk in the field. No 
taste. attempt was made to take the man's gun or his bottle of 

One of the most popular social sports of this era is the vodka or to get him to leave the field . Following the 
"dove shoot." On private land, hosts often invite from cookout that evening, the host was called aside and 
20 to more than 100 hunters and have either a lunch strongly reprimanded for ignoring the hunter who 
before the hunt or a cookout that evening (or some- ruined what otherwise was a fine outing. 
times both) . Final gestures of etiquette by the guest include 
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thanking the hos t verbally for the invita tion and fol
lowing this with a thank-you le tter a day or two la ter. 

A few yea rs ago a good fri end invited several of his 
fri ends and business associates to a dove shoot in fi elds 
he had leased . Our hos t planned shoots on those fields 
on Wednesdays and Saturdays during the first portion 
of the season , and all of the group was invited to shoot 
on those days. Despite excellent shooting, som e of the 
guests acted in unusually poor taste . One guest shot 
into a covey of quail on the ground (quail season had 
not opened ye t); an other crippled a blue heron w hich 
was gliding across the fi e ld; and others shot at a 
farmer 's pigeons. One hunter who killed six birds over 
the limit remarked to the hos t that he didn' t have a 
good day. Wh en asked wh y, he explained that h e con
sidered killing 40 to 50 doves as a good day. 

But the wors t was ye t to follow two days later. While 
the fie lds supposedly were being "rested ", a few mem
bers of the group returned without permiss ion and had 
their own shoot. When the ac tivity got slow, they en
gaged in horseplay near a house on the property. Th e 
landowner w ho had permitted m y fri end to lease the 
p roperty stopped and asked the group wh at they were 
doing. 

"None of your business," was the reply. 

lengthy explai nin to do. H e learned that 
With his lease ~ ·n jeopardy, the hos t had som e 

those who had re- , turned to the 
fi eld were business '· associates. "' He told them they no ~ nger 
were invi ted on the hunts . 

<;' ~ 
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Waterfowl hunters in the Santee-Cooper region fre
quently are hampered by hunters who are either ignor
ant concerning the rules of e tiq uette or couldn ' t care 
less about what is suitable and p roper. 

Sh ooting at birds out of range (commonly called 
"skybusting"), runn ing boats through the prime hunt
ing areas instead of staying still, lousy duck calling, 
and crowding o thers are the most frequent complaints. 
It 's improper to shoot at waterfowl which another 
hunter is working in toward his decoys , but thi s sorry 
p ractice happens regularly a t Santee. Also a viola tion of 
etiq uette is a ttempting to call ducks or geese away from 
anoth er hunter. 

The p rac tice of early and late shooting is not only a 
law viola tion punishable by a stiff fin e, but it hurts 
legitimate hunting by denying the birds the opportu~ 
ni ty to use res ting areas and driving them out of the 
hunting areas. 

Parents break the rules of e tiquette wh en they permit 
young, un educated hunters to venture unsupervised 
in the waterfowling areas. In recent years at Santee, 
several teenagers have been ob served shooting a t coots 
while chasing the b ird s w ith boats (also a law viola
tion). These and other incidents, such as sh ooting a t 
p ro tected birds when the ducks aren ' t flying, have 

caused sportsmen to remark that they'd gladly 
pay $50 fo r a migratory bird hunting stamp 

if this steep price 



would discourage those who don' t know how to hunt 
w aterfowl from going duck hunting. 

Among all the organized hunting in South Carolina, 
probably deer hunting clubs generally have the best 
standards of e tiquette . With few exceptions, these 
clubs have strict codes of conduct for their members . 
Several clubs levy fines against members who violate 
club rules, such as killing doe deer illegally even if 
accidentally. On drives these clubs divide up the veni
son among all the participants regardless of whether 
they were successful or unsuccessful. If a member's 
beh avior is unacceptable to the club, he gets dropped 
from the membership roll. Club members also assume 
responsibility for the conduct of their guests. Wildlife 
Department conservation officers in districts where 
deer clubs are numerous generally have high praise for 
the e tiquette shown by club members. They quickly 
point out that with few exceptions they're given no 
trouble by these groups . 

Understanding and obeying the ground rules and 
being considerate of the landowner are the keys to 
good, lasting friendships between a sportsman and the 
landowner on a one-to-one basis. 

On virtually every farm, some ground rules exist. 
Some gates are to be left open while others always are to 
be closed. No Sunday fishing is the rule on some farms . 
Some farmers want their guests to call ahead of time on 
every occasion, whereas others only ask that the 
sportsman leave his car down next to the barn so the 
landow ner will know who's hunting or fishing. "I 
don ' t mind letting someone fish m y pond as long as he 
asks permission ," is another common statement 
among pond ow ners . 

Permission to hunt might be for rabbits 
and squirrels ONLY but no quail 2 

hunting, and certain fields with 
livestock or unharvested grain 
or close to the buildings 
might be "off-limits." 
Landowners 
often don' t get 

around to doing much fishing or hunting on their 
property, but many of them would appreciate a mess of 
fish or a half dozen bobwhites for their dinnertable. 
Etiquette demands that the host be offered some fish or 
game. At the top of the list of landowners' complaints 
about hunters and fishermen are trespassing, keeping 
too many fish , killing an excessive amount of game and 
littering. 

In most instances it's exceeding the limit or keeping 
the limit regularly. Anyone who keeps 100 bream dur
ing a season from a small private pond, under most 
circumstances, is acting in bad taste because he's self
ishly taking advantage of the farmer's generosity. Al
though nothing might be said, the angler would be 
more welcome if he kept a dozen fish on four or five 
different trips . 

A couple of years ago I was an eyewitness to the 
reason landowners can get pessimistic about permit
ting people to fish their ponds. A friend was taking me 
to see his riverfront property, and when we descended 
the steep path to the water, we saw a fisherman casting 
from the bank. The landowner spoke up. 

"Weren ' t you here three or four days ago, and didn' t 
I tell you then that this is private property where you're 
fi shing from?" he asked. "It seems to me that it takes 
some kind of nerve to come back here and fish when I 
told you before to leave. 

"I'm not going to do anything about it this time, and 
if I catch you here again I won't say anything," the 
landowner continued. ''I'll call the deputy sheriff who 
lives just up the road, and you'll be in his custody 
within 30 minutes. All you would have had to do the 
first time you came here was ask permission, and then 

it would have been a different story. But you 
didn' t and you're not going to fish here. 

" If I didn't put my foot down 
about people fishing on my property 

without permission," my friend later 
explained " there'd be cars driving through 

my field and running over my crops, and 
this place would look like a parking lot ." 

When sportsmen are together fishing or 
hunting, the degree to which one practices 

what is proper and in good taste largely 
determines how he rates as companion. 
"When I take someone fishing, I want to 

catch fish, but I want my partner to catch 
fish , too ," an oldtimer once remarked . 

Have you been with someone whose 
• 1 

attitude reflected that he seemingly 

~ - ~. 1 ~ didn't care if you caught any fish? 
&/ . ✓, 'I/J r)i '. f \ The rules of etiquette demand that 
_:(~ /,Fk -~ ~,,,,,-- , 1 1 

I ,/.f(.il,!/,,f,\ when two persons are fishing in a 
_ ~ t i~,., :i, ~ 'I,. 1~}0-\ boat and are casting a shoreline, the 
~ 1/., ; ~ · ½'i,~ 't:,f,,, ~ ~"t'l!), angler in the back of the boat is not 

,~ ~~< ~~"'~:;:-:- - i< :/✓t '~· 1 ~ , expected to cast across his companion's 
' ,~ 1' <%'. ~ = ,,-: ,~~;, ~, j ' 1· H h'l k- d 

/,,.- , , ~ ¾ '~\\ - ,., , . , ~ \ , ~ 1ne. owever, w 1 e wor mg own 
:.-.:: ', ✓- ✓:~~/f,, ~/'." ~, , v ,,.,..--.: _- ·_,: · ~~~ , the shore, etiquette requires the one in , ~~~':t2:--,l.~'?t~ ""\ Piff e~ -4 ~ \·~~j_,~ - the front to pass up some likely looking spots so 

,,,,~fil(,,,~/ /, i ;/ff;ijj:, 4lll'1,, · ~ ll~ · : . his companion also can throw to some "first water." 
r // -. ~ /, 1/, f /'~ Nothing in this regard has been more disgusting to 
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pond while small children I f :'~J ~j I~ P, ti/fj/ff / l ll:J 'f" I 
family g~theringat~farm 1/1 / /; 1/ j,.\~j/f (,;I/J/ 1fi/,,/;1,~l(;1,~·~~ - ii f)J, 
trying ~ard to catch f~sh get . ,, 1/- w1,f/ 1 ' ' 11¼' f/l 1 J tfJ!! J/J V /}; 
totally ignored by their peers. / ¥ 1/ f I ,, f ~•,,·Iii r f 1/ 
No stringer of fish ever is worth r/ · //l ,!ff"' 
as much as helping a five-year-old catch a / / 
fish and watching his eyes sparkle with delight 
when he succeeds. 

For generations, European sportsmen seemingly 
have been more conscious of good manners afield than 
have many of their American counterparts, In their 
book, THE SHOT GUN, written in 1937, English gun 
and hunting writers T.D.S . Purdey and Capt. J. A. Pur
dey spell out at length proper field manners while 
hunting. These field manners do not end with the rules 
of gun safety which obviously are a vitally important 
part of hunting. 

" ... with etiquette one may say that the chief 
method of being a nuisance and of displaying bad form 
is to shoot birds that don't belong to you - in other 
words to fire at birds which are going to be far better 
and more sporting shots for another gun," they wrote. 
"Make it your one ambition not to be a jealous shot, 
There is no more disliked person than the man w ho 
shoots your birds before they come to you, or who, 
when you have killed a bird well and cleanly, proceeds 
to kill it for you and then comes up with a half
apologetic smile and says ' I finished off that bird for 
you, old man', He generally has a ranging dog, whose 
manners are often similar to those of his master. Luck
ily this type of sportsman is not universal, but see to it 
that you never become one of his followers ." 

That advice written 40 years ago remains a standard 
of etiquette today, but it unfortunately h as n ot been 
learned by numerous American gunners. 

Any gun dog regardless of h is breed or his potential 
as a national champion should not be looked upon as 
being like a machine or infallible . Even the best of them 
make mistakes, and no dog owner appreciates criticism 
of his dog from others . Let the owner reprimand and 
handle his own dog and do not interfere. Never yell at 
or discipline another 's dog unless you ' re asked to do 
this. 

A violation of etiquette by the dog owner is bringing 
an untrained gun dog to a dove shoot. If your dog won' t 
obey you and persists in retrieving everyone's birds, 
leave him at home. Untrained dogs can be as annoying 
as undisciplined children! 

If sportsmen polish up their manners afield and 
make greater efforts to be better companions and more 
appreciative guests, the dividends likely would in
clude more invitations to good hunting and fishing 
spots as well as more fun on these outings . Such efforts 
certainly would lead to a greater realization that there's 
much more to be gained in the outdoors than merely 
catching fish and killing game. 
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Readers 
Forum 

I want to tell you something. I had 
decided that rather than renew the 
South Carolina Wildlife this time I 
would subscribe to the National 
Wildlife. I did and have found that it 
cannot compare with yours so here is 
my check for my renewal. I have also 
subscribed to the North Carolina 
Wildlife magazine and still find yours 
head and shoulders above it, too!! 
Than ks for the excellence you provide 
us natives. 

Margaret McCreary 
Greenville 

This Friday the 13th was my lucky 
day! ! Because my March-April South 
Carolina Wildlife arrived. 

I enjoy living in Belgium very much, 
but must say that each time I receive 
your magazine I get homesick for 
South Carolina. 

Some of my most memorable days 
were spent with Van Ervin and his fam
ily on the banks of Black Creek at 
those picnics, and in the 50s I have 
spent many days fishing Black Creek 
with Van in his "famous" boat. 

I read in one of your issues where 
someone was complaining about the 
high cost of hunting licenses in South 
Carolina. Here in Belgium a one year 
license costs $160.00 plus a mandatory 
hunting liability insurance policy 
which is $75.00. 

Many thanks for bringing a part of 
South Carolina to me here in Belgium. 
One of your1976-77 calendars is hang
ing on the wall of my Belgium hunting 
club clubhouse. 

William E. Stallworth 
Cambron-Casteau, Belgium 

I have enjoyed your magazine for 
the past two years. But, I have not 
noted too many articles on the various 
rivers and lakes and the different 
species of fish found in them. Is it at all 

58 possible to start a series on these? 

I would like to have my subscription 
renewed starting in January of this 
year as well as the subscription to the 
newspaper The Resource. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 
Harry K. Huffman 

Travelers Rest 
Editors Note: Hope you like the piece 
on the Congaree in this issue. You' ll 
be especially interested in an article 
on the Edisto we plan to feature next 
spring. 

I enjoy your publication very much. 
I think that the magazine does a good 
job of balancing articles between 
hunting and other outdoor sports. In 
your last issue I read about a couple 
who disagree with people hunting 
and thought that South Ouolina 
Wildlife published too many articles 
on hunting. I strongly disagree. 

I am a biology student at Georgia 
Southern College and I know that 
hunting is neede.d sometimes to keep 
deer herds in control. This is not a 
"crock'' as they put it! I enjoy hunting 
very much, but I also belong to a 
couple of conservation groups, and I 
also like to go bird watching. 

It hurts me very much to see that 
non-hunters and hunters cannot get 
along. Both groups love the outdoors 
and its beauty. This alone should allow 
us to be' able to live with each other. 

J. Ted Melchers, Ill 
Roswell, Ga. 

Today I received my South Carolina 
Wildlife magazine and was immedi
ately transported back several years. 
The picture on your cover of ''Mr. 
Durham's Store'' brought back mem
ories of my childhood spent in 
Blackstock, S. C. Our trips into the 
city on Saturday were something spe
cial. The quarter I had received from 
my chores on the farm was gratefully 
given to Mr. Durham or Mr. Taylor in 
exchange for cookies from the very 
same jars pictured, candy from inside 
the glass cases, and a Coca Cola from 
their drink box. The thrill of picking 
material for a new dress - not from 
the doth, but from the feed bags -
can never be explained. 

Of course, spring time was really 
special. The seeds and fertilizer for 
the garden were carefully selected by 
my grandmother and usually charged 
on account in Mr. Durham's office, a 
very awesome place for a young child. 

Sirs, I could go on and on about my 
memories of this store, memories of 
witnessing my first birth (one of the 

cats was giving birth outside the back 
door), memories of my first and only 
crime (swiping a pi.ece of candy when 
no one was watching), and memories 
of my childhood in general. Now I 
must get to the point of this letter. I 
was so very disappointed to read the 
entire article and not find one men
tion of the store itself or its wonderful 
proprietor-Mr. Will Durham. In fact 
the article was about the Lugoff Sup
ply Company which had no connec
tion with the pictures at all. 

I really can't understand this mis
matching of story and pictures on 
your part. I feel that Mr. Belt could 
have created a much better article had 
he actually visited the Durham Mer
cantile Company. Why there is a 
whole story to be written just on the 
calendars which line the walls! 

I do sincerely hope that infractions 
such as this do not appear too often in 
a magazine which I truly enjoy. 

Vicky Farr 
Rock Hill, S. C. 

Editors Note: The old general store 
and its unique atmosphere is a vanish
ing part of our heritage which provides 
cherished memories for many of us. 
Our efforts in this article were not 
aimed toward featuring any particular 
store or individual, but rather towards 
capturing the mood of all such stores 
for those who experienced the coun
try store and others who weren't so 
fortunate. We used several different 
stores to capture this mood. Our 
apologies to any folks who did not 
understand this and might have felt 
slighted by the omission of their name 
or photograph. 

I have been a subscriber of your 
magazine for years and started receiv
ing your newspaper The Resource 
when the first issue came out in July 
last year. I was sold on the wildlife 
magazine to begin with, but now I 
enjoy reading The Resource as much 
as the magazine. 

The main stories and advertisement 
section are getting better all the time. 
Its informal approach makes for easy 
reading. I've saved all my copies of 
The Resource to date because I always 
find myself referring back to an issue 
to verify something that I didn't re
member clearly. I feel like the stories 
in it make it worth keeping. I do wish it 
were printed on a better grade of 
paper though. Keep up the good 
work! /. Littlejohn 

Anderson 



Biosphere- cont'd. 
neatly side by side in the bottom of the 
blind. One thing peculiar though - he 
never shook off. I was used to having an 
ice water shower after a retriever got 
back to the blind, but no matter. 

Suddenly a loner drake came over, and 
I nailed him on the first shot. Another 
perfect retrieve. Two more came by, and 
I scored another double. Five in a row! 
You are not gonna believe this, but I shot 
ducks that afternoon until I began to feel 
ashamed of myself, and never missed a 
single one! I knew I was good, but I 
never really knew just how fantastic I was 
until that afternoon. I must have killed a 
hundred big greenheads, never missed a 
shot, and the dog retrieved each one 
perfectly. That son-of-a-gun even laid 
them ten to a row! 

I wasn't tired , but I didn 't want to kill 
all the ducks in Purple Heaven the first 
day, so I put the ducks in some old sacks 
I found in the blind and walked back to 
the store. If the fishing is as good here as 
the duck hunting, this is gonna be some 
kind of great place, I thought as I picked 

shots , one hundred clean kills, one 
hundred flawless retrieves - it was the 
way heaven oughta be. 

I took the ducks up to the store, 
picked up my fishin ' gear, and - you 
ain't gonna believe this - caught fifty 
more world record bass on fifty casts! 

All that excitement molded something 
of an appetite, so I went out under the 
tree and there it was again - pork 
chops, collards and ice tea! Let me tell 
you that was livin ' high on the hog! 

Purple Heaven had a crazy old sun that 
went neither up nor down , but just sorta' 
floated around in the sky. Made it hard 
to tell if you were eating supper or 
breakfast. Since I didn't have to sleep, 
'cause I never got tired , I figured it didn't 
really matter much , so I got the gun and 
dog and shot some more ducks. After 
that I caught some more world record 
bass. After that I ate some more pork 
chops and collards. And so on. 

blind and killed a single off to the right. I 
aimed right between that unemotional 
dog's eyes and dropped the last bird in a 
flight of three passing over. Finally, show
ing the cold nerve of a bandit, I stuck the 
gun in my britches and touched her off. 
Dropped a double quartering away. 

The same thing happened fishing. 
Good cast or bad had the same result -
a world record bass. I even stoo_d up in 
the boat, took the plug in my hand and 
flung it down as hard as I could in the 
water. Right - another record bass. 

Even the pork chops and collards were 
wearing a little thin. Got to .. where I 
wouldn 't eat but half of 'em. I rang the 
bell to call the saint. 

When he came I explained I ap
preciated being there and all , but things 
weren 't working out exactly right. He 
said I should be ashamed of myself, that 
there were literally thousands of guys 
who would swap places with me in a 
minute, and that I should relax and enjoy 
myself. So .1 did - for about another 
month. I even got to where I would just 
sit under the tree and shoot fifty times, up a casting rod and some plugs at the \ (t I •. 

store. There was a small boat and a pad- ---W- jJ -~ 

die in the pond, so I went down the 
edge to see if I could raise anything. 

( 1 and the dog would go down to the lake ·\) JV and bring the ducks up to the store and 

Again, you ain 't gonna believe this , ~ut 
on the first cast I got a mighty strike, an 
finally put the biggest bass I had eve 
seen in the boat. I didn't know bass gr,~i 

, 11, \ ,~ stack ·'em up. After awhile I would shoot (\ {\ f .·, and then try to knock the dog in the 
,, A~~:---- head with the gun when he ran by. Never 

that big. My heart was pounding an I 
was really excited, but when my secon ' , ':"f4! . 

did . He was a quick little bugger. 
Duck, fish and pork chops - ducks, 

fish and pork chops - I could stand it 
no longer. I called the man. "Listen, you 
hant, I've had it with this junk. I want to cast caught another just like the first, ~ t . r,1~ .. _ .\· .· .. 1.· 

believe. Yep, it got better and bette~. 'I \ / " \ . 
almost passed out. It was too much to\ \ ,l \ · I · "

1 go huntin' sometime when I don't kill 

must have cast fifty more times, ah~ (\ /· ' ) X 
caught fifty more of the same whopp~f 1 

1 
, ; . /, I 

bass . After I loaded the little boat dow~ \ fP v · l1 I ~',i,,, 
with world record bass, I was in danger\' '·'' 
of sinking and had to ·paddle in. I 
dragged the bass up to the store and 
weighed them - you guessed it! Each 
one weighed 22 pounds, four ounces. 
Fifty world record tying pass on fifty 
casts! I figured I must have been the 
world 's greatest bass fisherman all along, 
I just needed a good place to fish. 

I was a tad hungry, so I walked out 
under the tree. The table was all set with 
fried pork chops, a big bowl of collards, 
and a gallon or two of ice tea. Talkin ' 
bout good! Whoever cooked that meal 
sure knew how to run a store. After 
lunch (it never got dark) I picked up 
some more shells, called the dog, and 
shot some more ducks. One hundred 

Weeks went by. At least they would 
have if that crazy sun had acted right. I 
stayed full time killin ' ducks, catching 
bass and eating collards and chops. I 
drank enough tea to flood hell , I 
thought, but since there wasn 't anyone 
around to say it to, I said it to myself. But 
it wasn't very funny that way because I 
had already heard it. 

A funny thing started happening. I 
would sorta' point the gun in the direc
tion of the duck and shoot, and he 
would fall dead . Now that was fun for 
awhile. I aimed at the bottom of the 

nothin' and fishing when I can't get a 
strike. I want to get dog tired and go to 
sleep and wake up and find something 
here besides these confounded collards! 
And I want a dog that shakes water on 
me and stinks and can't find the birds 
half the ti me! " 

He gave me the fish eye. "You mean 
you want to leave this place?" 

"Right. On the first fog out. " 
"You say that one more time and I'm 

taking you up! I'll send you straight back 
to South Carolina and won't anyone 
even know you've been gone." 

"Right. On the first fog out. " 
Suddenly I'm sitting here staring at a 

blank piece of paper. I'm going to leave a 
little early today though. I know a pond 
where I've never had a strike. 

John Culler 
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More Than 
Game ls The 
New Name 

Government has shown a growing in
terest in nongame birds and animals over 
the past decade, according to a National 
Audubon Society rundown of state and 
federal wildlife programs. In the South 
Carolina agency, this is reflected in the 
recent change in name for the traditional 
game and fish division to "Wildlife" and 
Freshwater Fisheries Division. 

Historically it has been the sportsmen 
who have paid most of the government's 
wildlife bills through their hunting and 
fishing license fees. And it has been the 
game species such as ducks, deer and 
trout that have received most of the gov
ernment's attention, according to Audu
bon Field Editor George Laycock. 

At least 36 of the 50 states, including 
South Carolina, carried out some non
game programs during 1975, Laycock re
ports. The federal government in recent 
years has passed laws which include 
broad powers to protect wildlife. These 
include the Endangered Species Act, a 
law to protect marine mammals such as 
porpoises and whales, and the National 
Environmental Policy Act. 

South Carolina's nongame as well as dares. Back at the turn of the century, 
endangered species emphasis was when government got into the wildlife 
kicked off in 1974 with the passage of the business, it was because there was un
state Nongame and Endangered Species controlled slaughter of wild game for 
Act. This act dedicated the state through food and furs. These species desperately 
the wildlife department and other agen- needed help. 
cies to nongame species management. Furthermore, Laycock said, g~e and 

But nationally speaking, observes nongame programs are interrelat~; the 
Laycock, there is a dearth of funds for wetlands preserved in National Wildlife 
nongame needs. South Carolina's pro- Refuges, bought through sportsmen's 
gram has been growing steadily for the duck stamp funds, aid more species 
last two years. Now four biologists and a other than waterfowl. In recent years 
wildlife technician work full time on the there has been a "gradual awakening in 
nongame and endangered species. our responsibility to all wild species,'' 

As a surprising example of the impor- Laycock observes. 
tance of nongame wildlife to the Ameri- The license fees that in the past have 
can economy, Laycock quotes a study been the main source of funding for the 
which shows that the nation's birdwatch- state wildlife agencies just aren't enough 
ers are currently spending about a half- to support today's broader needs. Cal
million dollars a year on their hobby. ifornia has devised a system and now 
These expenses include $170 million for sells personalized motor vehicle plates. 
dues to conservation organizations, $'190 Funds derived from this source are ear
million for cameras and photo equip- marked for acquisition of lands critical 
ment, and $115 million for binoculars and for endangered and nongame species. 
scopes. While no figure is available for it, Washington State is adopting the same 
additional amounts are spent for travel plan. Missouri is putting some sales tax 
expenses and motels on birding trips. funds into wildlife. 

This study was made by two U. S. De- Notes Laycock further: responsible 
partment o~ Agriculture employees, who private and federal agencies have been 
made their report at a symposium on investigating the advisability of a new 
nongame birds, co-sponsored by Na- federal wildlife tax on such outdoor
tional Audubon in 1975. related items as skis, camping equip-

Government wildlife agencies "cannot ment, recreational vehicles and skin
be faulted" for having concentrated on diving gear and even taxes on birdseed 
game species in the past, Laycock de- and binoculars. 

Coastal Zone Management Act Signed by Governor 
The long debated Coastal Zone Man

agement· Act, which mandates the de
velopment of a management plan to pro
tect South Carolina's coastal zone envi
ronment, received the Governor's signa
ture in May. 

"I ani convinced that this legislation 
will prove to be as valuable a contribu
tion to wise management of our natural 
resources as the General Assembly has 
ever made," said Sen. James M. Waddell, 
chairman of the new Coastal Council. 

Last year Edwards vetoed two tidelands 
bills passed by the General Assembly be
cause they provided no means for per
sons who claimed ownership of land in 
the tidelands area to validate their claims. 
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This year Edward's signature was ex
pected, since the latest act includes a 
provision which allows individuals to 
bring suit against the state to determine 
the validity of their interest in lands lying 
between the mean high and mean low 
water marks. 

The measure recognizes the need to 
preserve valuable coastal resources in 
the wake of increasing competitive de
mands by population growth and eco
nomic development on lands and waters 
in the coastal zone. 

The bill creates a Coastal Council to 
administer the Act's provisions and for
mulate a coastal management plan. This 
plan must then be approved by the legis-

lature and the Governor before becom
ing the official plan for the coast. · 

The bill also provides a permit system 
to effect orderly development of critical 
coastal areas. These areas include: coast
al waters, tidelands, beaches and primary 
ocean front sand dunes. 

The Council, consisting of 18 mem
bers, will include one member from each 
of the eight coastal zone counties, one 
member from each of the six congres
sional districts, and two members from 
the Senate and the House. 

Coastal zone counties are Beaufort, 
Berkeley, Charleston, Colleton, Dorches
ter, Horry, Jasper, and Georgetown. Effec
tive date of the law is July 1, 1977. 



Don Raley and 20-pound hybrid bass 

20-Pound Hybrid Tops 
State and World Mark 

A 20-pound hybrid bass caught from 
the Savannah River near North Augusta 
has been reg iste red as th e South 
Carolina state record and possibly world 
record for the species . 

Don Raley of Augusta caught the fi sh 
which beat the South Carolina state 
record for the hybrid by nearly five 
pounds and outweighs Tennessee's cur
rent world record by two pounds. 

A cross between the striped and white 
basses, th e hybrid was developed by 
South Carolina fisheri es bio logists in the 
1960's. Since its development "fi shab le 
popu lations" of hybrids have been estab
lished in Lakes Hartwell and Clark Hill. 

South Carolina officials are hopeful 
that Raley's hybrid will become the offi 
cial National Fresh Water Fishing Hall of 
Fam e world record of the species, bring
ing the record home where it belongs. 
Rece nt ly th e 55 -pound land locked 
striped bass, also a S.C. original , ca ught 
by Tiny Lund in 1964 was registered as a 
wor ld record with th e hall of fame. 

Raley checked his fish with Buck Tyler, 
a North Augusta taxidermist who con
tacted Hampto n " Bill " Williams, a 
fisheries biologist with th e South 
Carolina Wildlife agency. Williams regis
tered Raley's fi sh as a South Carolina 
state record. 

Raley said that he was using a Drag
o nfly bucktail when the fi sh hit in mid
afte rnoon. He had been fishing for about 
a half hour when the fish took hi s bai t 
and he wasn't sure how big it was until 
the 15-minute battl e was over. 

Raley said he was about to eat the fish 
until someone suggested that he check it 
o ut as a possible record of some kind. 
South Carolina Wildlife officials are glad 
he did. 

While Williams says he doesn't know 
how large th e hybrid might grow, they 
may reach 25 pounds o r greater. 

Raley's fish , Williams said , "has got to 
be one of the first ones we put in in 1967, 
" referring to the o riginal release of hy
brids in Clark Hill Reservoir. 

Wildlife 
Magazine 

Is First Again 
For the third consecutive year th e 

South Carolina Wildlife magazine was 
judged th e best publication of its kind in 
North America at the American Associa
tion for Conservation Information (MCI ) 
meeting at Lafayette, Louisiana in June. 

South Carolina also won first place 
with its television entry and second place 
in education , publications, news pro
grams and photography. Of ten entry 
categories, however, the magazine cate
gory is considered the most prestigious. 

Published bi-month ly by the Informa
tion and Public Affairs Division of South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department , South Caro lina Wildlife 
magazine has become a leader in graph
ics, promotions, photography, editing 
and writing among state wildlife mag
azines nationw ide. 

Created in 1952, the magazine's format 
changed dramatically in 1970 going to full 
color with expansion of the magazine's 
size arid subject matter. It also was 
changed from a free quarterly publica
tion to a subscription bi -monthly in 1970. 

Since its refo rm , the magazine's paid 
circulation has increased from about 
16,000 in 1970 to 85,000 today. The $5 an
nual subscripti o n rate has evo lved 
through steps during th e seven year 
period and today offsets product ion 
costs of the magazine. 

MCI is an international organization 
made up of state and province wildlife 
and natural resources agency public af
fairs offices in the United States and 
Canada. Federal and private wi ldlife in
formation sections are also eligib le for 
membership. 
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Captain Flanagan's Big Bass ... 
The Record 28 Years Running! 

The Angler Died Without 
Knowing That His Fish Was 
The Largest of Its Kind 
Caught in South Carolina! 
By Mike Creel 

Editor's Note : What's the bigges t Jargemou1h bass 
that's eve r been caught in South Carolina? This question 
echoes among angling cir cles , but t he answer has al
ways been supported by a cold statistic with few details. 
That is, unt il Now ! The Resource dug in to investigate 
the matter and came up holding the full scoop behind 
the PalJ11etto State 's top three largemouth on record and 
the men who caught t hem . 

Captain Flanagan's big bass has for 28 years 
straight quashed the record•breaking hopes of 
many a South Carolina fi sherman, yet he died 
never knowing that his fish was Number One. 

On December 28, 1949, Ca ptain Paul H . 
Flanagan of Manning caught a 16•pound , two• 
ounce largemouth bass in Lake Marion. This catch 
won the angle r first place for Southern 
largemouth in the 1949 Field and Stream Prize 
Fishing Contest. Unknown to Flanagan, his mon• 
strous bass was in just a few years to become 
recognized as South Carolina's state largemouth 
bass record . 

Flanagan, an Air Force retiree from Shaw Field, 
and his family were living at Manning but moved 
away and totally out of South Carolina between 
1950-1951. The state game warden's office be· 
came the South Carolina Wildlife Commission in 
19S2 about the same time early efforts were being 
made to collect and mainta in better fi sh records. 
The documentation Field and Stream had been 
keeping on record fish caught from South 
Carolina waters provided a sound nucleus of exist
ing fishermen and catches for the state record 
program to begin rrom. 

Dece~ber 28, 1949 Captain Paul H. Fla nagan of Manning casf his Woods Deep-R· 
Doodle into the chilly wa1e rs ofWyboo Creek on Lake Morion and caught lhf.' biggest 
la rgemouth O<lss e ver recorded in Sou th Coro/i r10. This old photograph was tak en on 

~~~:::~f!ti.ll:ttic~g: o~:·1;,":s~0n~-:~~hAh!~r~6f;;~:·,~:f."~hec~::~~l~;:~:{ ~~ 

Captain Flanagan's largemouth bass was on this 
list or founding fish obtained From Field and 
Stream. Since he had lert the state a few years 
before the new interest in state fi sh records, the 
retired Captain was neve r not ified that the status 
of his catch had mushroomed into an unequalled 
South Carolina large mouth bass record . 

flarwgan f amilyforletting u.~ publish rliepiclure for 1hejirs1 time in rllis sta tt. 

LET'S GET 
DOWN TO 

SOME SERIOUS 
HUNTIN' 

AND FISHIN' 
If you ca n appreciate an af ternoon 

with a double-barreled sh otgun , a 
good singles dog and a covey of quail 
fanned out in the b roo msedge, a big 
buck wi th a rocki ng chair o n hi s head 
wending a trail toward your sta nd , or 
a deep-fighting striper- w ho knows 
h ow big!-takin g your line with him 
and yo u do ing every thing in your 
power to s top him -- You 'll ap 
preciate The Resource. 

Every month we'll tell you H ow To, 
When To and Where To enjoy the 
very best hunting, fishing , etc. that 
South Carolin a h as to offer. You 'll 
persona lly feel every tu g o n th e lin e 
w hen a big fish is fighting , every anx
ious moment before th at first gobbl er 
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Paul Flanagan and his Family, in ract , never 
knew that his fish was So uth Carolina's largest 

Ct11U!ft...,dOft1N1~2 

of th e season is enticed into gun 
range. The stories and pictures in The 
Resource w ill ch ronicle the ou tdoors 
of South Carolina , looking at th e 
present , the future and th e past. 

The Resource is your n ewspaper. 
All your hard questions will be an
swered in the Inquiry sec tion. Your 
opinions will be printed in the Letters 
section . Free of ch arge you can place 
advertisements in the Outdoor Mar
ket to bu y or sell any item related to 
the out-of-doors . A specia l Outdoor 
Heritage Section wi ll take you back in 
time to the people, th e sto ries and the 
crafts tha t give South Carolina out
doorsmen such rich m emories. 

All of this ca n be yo urs for onl y $3 a 
year. So ge t serio us and order n ow. 

Send your ord er to: 

The Resource 
P. 0 . Box 167 

Columbia , S. C. 29202 

\'olumP 24. '-umlwr 'i 

Dedicated to the Conser\at1on, 
Protection and Restoration of Our \\'ddhre . 

.A.nd to the Educatron ol Our PeoplP 
to the Value of Our ~atural RP">out<P'-

JA,\.IES B. EDWARDS 
Governor oi South Carolina 

WILDLIFE AND MARINE 
RECOURCES COM,\IISSION 

J. W. Hudson, Chairman 
Box B26, Spartanburg 

Rep. L. Edward Bennett 
Box 156, Springfield 

Sam up I Boykin 
Kirh,ood St., Camd,•n 

lone, F. Buchanan 
840 Sunspt Dr , Greenwood 

s .. n. Remlwrt C. Denni, 
Box 1174, \lomks Corn,•r 

J Dra,e Edens, Ir. 
90, Arbutus Dr . Columbia 

Dr. Robert L. lumpkin 
2 \1pmorial Lane. Gporgetown 

,\\anntng Shult>r 
R F .D , Holl, Hill 

Harold E Trask, Sr. 
114 S. Hprm,tagp Rd., Bt>autort 

WILDLIFE AND MARINE 
RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 
Dr. Janw, A. T,mmprman, Jr. 

E>..t.>l utive DirPc tor 

DIVISIO'- Of 
AD\11',ISTRATl\'f SER\'IUS 

lohn B. R,•,•, "'· Dirt•, tor 

Alht>rt C. Courie , PPr\onnt.•1 D1rt.'ttor 

frpd Ramage. Din•c tor of Au ounting 

DIVISION OF 
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)t'ttn,on C. Fuller, Jr., Dm•,tor 

Brm k Conrad, Ch1t'I of 
Cdml' ,\1anagemt.>nl 
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)a, k Bavlpss 
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DIVISION Of 
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Pat Rvan, Dire, tor 

W K. Chastain, Chit't ol 
lavv f ntOrc emt•nt 

T. . Wl'k h, Jr,, ChiC'f ot Boating 

DIVISION Of 
MARINE RESOURUS 

Dr. E dw,n B. Jospph, Dirt•, tor 
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\\e Have What \ou're Looking For. .. 
Great Christmas Gifts From 

South Carolina Wildlife 
A Special Gift for Everyone . . . 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE magazine 

SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE 
magazine is an impressive gift for 
everyone on your Christmas list -
teachers, doctors, friends and 
relatives. It's a lasting gift that will 
renew your thoughtfulness and good 
wishes six times a year. It's a gift that 
has a personal touch - and one that 
the entire family will enjoy. It's easy 
and economical too - only $5 for a 
whole year. 

Just fill in the order form and mail 
it in the enclosed envelope along 
with your other orders. But do it 
now! Christmas is just a few 
weeks away. 

T-Shirts 
A Wild Idea for a 
Stocking Stuffer 

Our handsome high quality 
t-shirts are perfect for that "extra" 
gift at Christmas. T-shirts are heavy 
100% domestic cotton and come in 
four attractive colors - navy, light 
blue, kelly green and orange - all 
with white lettering. 

"Put Something Wild in Your Life" 
is the slogan on the front of each 
shirt and the SOUTH CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE magazine logo is on the 
back ... A perfect way to show your 
support for the outdoor activities of 
South Carolina. 

Order yours today! All orders 
received before November 15 will be 
guaranteed shipment before 
Christmas. T-shirts are $5 each. 
Please use the enclosed order form . 
Please state size S, M, L, XL and 1st 
and 2nd color choice. 

Binders to Protect your 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE magazines 

Binders are a great gift idea along 
with a gift subscription to SOUTH 
CAROLINA WILDLIFE. Our custom 
brown leather-like binders are so 
handsome, you'll be proud to give it 
to anyone. 

The binder holds one year of the 
magazine with easy-to-insert metal 
rods to secure each issue in place. 

Order yours today! All orders 
received before November 15 will be 
guaranteed shipment before 
Christmas. Only $6 .00 including 
postage and handling. Please use the 
enclosed order form . 






